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Study the
Instrument
Question

Only when you have studied it by direct com-
parisons will you realize fully what a high
degree of efficiency and economy you can ef-
fect by selectmg

,

Indicating Instruments
As soon as you inspect them—even before you
subject them to the test of comparison in actual
use—the reasons for their acknowledged super-
iority will be apparent to you. These reasons
are revealed in every structural detail.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co.
27 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J.

23 Branch Offices in the Larger Cities

Weston Round Pattern Switchboard Instru-
ments of 7-inch diameter are the standard for
use on Wireless Telegraph Panels. As they
are of the highest grade and designed for
commercial installation, they are not adapted
to experiments in wireless work. Write for
more specific information.

m
When writing to Advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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The Demand in the Army for Men
Possessing a Kno^vledge of Radio is so
Great that Officers Urge Men Preparing
to Enter the Service to Study at Some

Good Radio School

T H E MARCONI
INSTITUTE
stands ready to

train you for a respons-
ible position in the Sig-
nal Corps, Aviation
Corps or Naval Radio
station on land or sea.

The man whose patri-

otism impels him to
serve our Government
should prepare himself
in one of the arts recog-
nized as of supreme
value to the successful
culmination of the war.
Among these the pro-
fession of radio stands
out foremost. Officers
in the Army and Navy
are constantly searching
for radio trained men.
Commissions come quickly to such men.
The prospective applicant should bear in

mind that the Marconi Institute has more
than 4,000 graduates to its credit. The ma-
jority are now serving in either the Army
or the Navy. Thousands of men are still

required by our Government.
The Institute gives direct instruction on

Sul)marine, Airplane, Cargo and Passenger
Ship apparatus. Vacuum Tubes are espe-
cially featured.
The radio laboratory of the Institute is

more completely equipped than other train-
ing organizations of its kind in the United
Slates.

BAK[R PUTS DRAfT

AGfS AT 18 TO 45
Sends Man-Power Bill to Con-

gress Embodying Step To-

ward Universal Training

BACKED BYJHE PRESIDENT

Measure Gives Him Power to

Call Men by Years Either

for Army or for Labor

Students are not only
taught the theories of

the art but they are
given the opportunity to

manipulate and adjust
the most modern types

of apparatus in use in the

year 1918. Moreover,
they receive the benefit

of the years of practical

experience of the staff of

instructors^men who
have been identified with
the commercial, scien-

tific research and admin-
istrative branches of

radio communication
since its inception.

Students may attend
day or evening classes

From New York Times of Aug. 4, 1918. throughout the year. The
New York school alone

has facilities for teaching 600 students a day.

The Institute is open daily for inspection
and you are cordially invited to visit the
school any day from 10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
except Saturday on which day the school
closes at noon.

Prospective students are always welcome
for personal interviews.
A very interesting and instructive, fully

illustrated, 96 page manual has been pre-
pared showing the possibilities and oppor-
tunities in the radio field and the facilities

for training young men at the Marconi
Institute. A copy will be gladly forwarded
to you upon request.

Address

Director of Instruction, Marconi Institute

25 Elm Street, New York City

BRANCH SCHOOLS:
Room 361-70, Lenox Bldg., Euclid Ave. and E. 9th St., Cleveland, Ohio
New Call Building, New Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Addresses of other branch schools to be announced later

When writing to Advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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LEARN TELECRAPHY QUICKER-EASIER

AS SHOWN
WITHOUT
BATTERY

MORSE OR WIRELESS CODE

IDJUSTABII BUgER PRACTICE Sll.
Afa TOOLS raucn ojr v^au^ p-/i>fc£/p

9d//C/f^K G/V£S you ^P££D
This practice set with its adjustable BUZZER enables you to learn teleg-
raphy, Morse or Wireless Code, in shorter time than ever before thought
possible. A touch of your finger to a thumb screw gives any pitch desired
to the BUZZER. Especially designed to give very clear sound of excep-
tionally high pitch even on ONE DRY CELL.

The adjustment of the Buzzer to any pitch is made without
the aid of any tools—simply by the thumb screw. The great-
est improvement in practice sets ever made—superior to any
on the market. Beautifully made; mounted on substantial
base.

Price $150
WITH BAnERY

AND WIRE

Complete Ready for Use Immediate Delivery

THE TEW^NO CO.
Dept. B 41 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

THE "Bxi6e" BATTERY
FOR WIRELESS AND EMERGENCY LIGHTING

is the product of the oldest and largest manufacturer of storage
batteries in the country. It is the battery that has established a
standard of storage battery dependability for Wireless service.

Bulletin No. 168 will be mailed upon request

THEELECTRICSTOMGEBAnERYCO.
New York Boston PHILADELPHIA, PA. Chlcaeo Denver
St. Lonis Cleveland Atlanta 1888-1918 Rochester Detroit TorontoMinneapolis Washington Pittsburgh San Francisco Kansas City

Service and Quality

Drawing Materials

Surveying Instruments

Sensitized Papers

Quality products delivered when you

want them.

Try our Gold Seal blue print paper

—100^ pure— 1 00^ satisfaction.

Working samples on request.

New York Blue Print

Paper Co.

102 Reade St, New York City

Write for Catalog W

SILVER
FOR

Spark Gaps or Contacts

WE CAN FURNISH immedi-
ately: Pure silver for sparking
purposes on quenched spark

gaps. Sterling silver for contacts on
sending or relay keys. Pure granulated
silver for coatings on Lcyden Jars.

Aikfor our pricet

HANDY AND HARMAN
NEW YORK PLANT

29 GOLD STREET NEVV^ YORK

When writing to Advertiser! please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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DUBI LI ER
MICA CONDENSERS
For any voltage and capacity. .004 mf Units to fit all Standard Racks.

Used by the Marconi Company

MICA SELF HEALING
Protective Devices for all size equipments from % to 500 K. W.

Protect your Motors and Generators from burning out.

Up to further notice only U. S. Government Equipments
will be supplied

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., Inc.
217 CENTRE STREET NEW YORK

When writing to Advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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LEARN THE CODE
WITH THE OMNIGRAPH
The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter will teach you the Continental and the Morse Codes, at home, tn

half the usual time and at the least possible expense.
^ r /- j

The Omnigraph, connected with Buzzer or Sounder, will send you unlimited Wireless or Morse Code
messages, by the hour and at any speed you desire. Invaluable also for practice with the Morse Light,

allowing you to quickly master the Blinker system as used in the U. S. Navy.

We offer the O'^'^ioraph as a positive success and with the strongest of endorsements. It has been adopted
by the U. S. Government, Department of Commerce,
and is used to test all operators applying for Radio
licenses. Other Departments of the Government
use it for instruction- purposes and a large' number

^^^^ of the leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and
A ^ WW^ Telegraph Schools throughout the U. S. are satisfied

./ f^M» Mfl'4& purchasers of the Omnigraph. Thousands of indi-

viduals have quickly learned with it.

// you expect to enter the Government service, a
knowledge of Telegraphy before enlistment tvill be

of invaluable benefit to you, and may mean quick
promotion.

Major J. Andrew White, Chief Signal Officer, Ameri-
can Guard, Acting President, National Wireless Asso-

ciation Editor, T':e Wireless Age, says: "The prominent training schools for the past 12 years have

found 'the OMNIGRAPH the one real helper that turns out finished men. The U. S. Government finds

the OMNIGRAPH so practical, it places a large number of new machines in use every year."

THE MARC'jNI INSTITUTE says: "Automatic transmitters for code instruction have been successful, the

particular advantage being the uniformity of sending which the student imitates and adopts in his own
transmitting. Among the prominent Automatic transmitters are the Wheatstone and the OMNIGRAPH."
The OMNIGRAPH sells at a popular price and is within the reach of all.

// you are a beginner, it will *^<^ke yon an operator in the shortest possible time.

If you are already an operator, the OMNIGRAPH will make you a better one.

Send for free ca'?'. e describing 3 different models—$8.00 to $20.00—or order direct through your Electrical

Dealer We sell the Omnigraph under the strongest of guarantees—you must be satisfied or your money back.

THE Or'NIGRAPH MFG. CO.. 39c Cortlandrst''re;t?New York.
How did you lerrn to talk ? By listening. JUST LISTEN,—THE OMNIGEAPH WILL DO THE TEACHING

Electrical
Supplies

Wholesale

and Retail

Telephone

Madison Square

726

Between Broadway

and Fifth Avenue

Charles F. Campbell
14 West 31st Street
New York City

Concentrate
Your Buying

It is easier, better and less costly to

buy your tools and supplies from one
first class, real, live house that knows
how to supply your wants at the right

prices.

For years we have made a specialty

of tools and supplies.

Advise us your needs—We will sup-

ply them.

T.P.Wall8TooI& Supply Co.Jnc.

75-77 Walker St., New York City

Tekphone Connecting all DeparlmenU

When writing to Advertisers please mention TH F WIRELESS AGE
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m

Radio Manufacturers
Electricians
Experimenters
Operators

WE know your problems and our
men are giving the best that is

in them to help you overcome all

insulation troubles. According to

every known test

BAKELITE-DILECTO
is producing wonderfully successful

results on land and sea, on every type

of radio instrument and under all

kinds of climatic conditions.

Furnished in Sheets, Rods and Tubes.

You will find it waterproof, perma-
nent and strong.

We also manufacture Vulcanized

Fibre and Conite for special insulating

purposes.

Let us show you how our Standard Products

can be made to solve your insulating problems.

THE CONTINENTAL FIBRE CO.
NEWARK, DELAWARE

233 Broadway, New York City 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. J
525 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 411 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal. m

301 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. J

iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiii
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An interesting freak seen on the Alsatian front is revealed in I'u.s photograph of a tree hit hy a German shell
leaving the trunk 'plU in such a way that the stump has the appearance of a tropical palm
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Marconi Medal Lost at Sea

npHE Franklin Medal, the highest token of recognition the Franklin Institute

of Philadelphia bestows, that was awarded to Guglielmo Marconi, Italy's

great inventive genius, on May 15, has been lost at sea, according to a report

from the Quaker City.

The medal was despatched by Ambassador Cellere on a transatlantic

liner. The ship was attacked by a German submarine in midocean and sunk,

the medal, together with the certificate, going down with it.

The medal, a handsome gold affair, will be duplicated and the duplicate

forwarded to Marconi as soon as expediency permits.

Wireless to Solve Air Mail Pilots' Problems

'T^HE air mail pilot is solving the problem of flying in all sorts of weather.

Prior to the establishment of the Air Mail Service it was regarded as im-
practicable to make flights with airplanes during severe storms.

On August 1st Lieut. Stephen Bonsai from Philadelphia to Washington
ran into a violent thunderstorm at Laurel, Md., at an altitude of 5,000 feet

and proceeded on his way to the landing field in Washington without inter-

ruption. It was impossible to distinguish any landmarks in such torrents of

rain. When he descended to a lower altitude for observation he was near the
wireless towers at Radio, Va. To observers he appeared to drop out of the
clouds from nowhere at an angle of 45° to a height of about 300 feet when
he leveled the plane and made a perfect landing at Potomac Park in the midst
of a torrent of rain. The plane arrived on schedule time, not being delayed
by the storm. The propeller was slightly damaged by the pelting rain.

Lieut. Bonsai was not assisted by radio guide but depended entirely upon
his compass and his judgment from familiarity with the route. When radio
and other systems for determining location, which are being tried out, are
installed it will greatly simplify flights of this sort where the landscape is

obscured and the velocity of the wind render uncertain the traveling of

planes.

English Marconi Company Earns Nearly Two Million

A DISPATCH from London says that the profits of Marconi's Wireless Tele-

graph Co. in 1917 were £383,000 ($1,915,000). The directors have recom-
mended a final dividend of 15% on the ordinary stock and 10% on the
preference shares and carried £100,000 ($500,000) to the general reserve fund.
The surplus at the end of the year was £376,000 ($1,880,000). The annual
meeting was held in London on July 24.

971
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Advanced Aviation School for Wireless Men

npHE latest school to be established is the ''Advanced School for Radio

Operators" at Ellington Field, Tex.

The purpose of this school is to train men who have taken radio school

work elsewhere, for actual duty overseas. The course is divided into three

sections of one week each and is almost altogether field work. Both French

and British systems of working with the artillery will be taught, and the idea

is to make conditions as near like battle front conditions as possible. The
first two weeks' work will be conducted in dug-outs, just outside of the post,

while the third week's work will be in the open, each man being on his own
initiative, the work being done with planes. A number of planes will be

assigned especially to this work.

Captain Cook, a British officer assigned to duty in this country, has been

here, assisting in getting the work started. Lieut. H. B. Lindsay is in charge

of the school, Lieut. Fairman is in charge of the instruction, and Lieut. Worrel
is in charge of the supplies and maintenance.

S. O. S.—Save or Serve

TN wireless telegraphy "S. O. S." is the code signal sent out by a ship in dis-

tress to summon assistance.

Our ship of state is toiling on a voyage to bear democracy to the peoples

on earth and bring back to its own people safety against the violence of brutal

autocracy and against cruelty and treachery of the Germany of the Hohen-
zollerns. Bufi^eted by the winds and waves of circumstance, it is signaling to

its loyal citizens for assistance.

"W. S. S." is the Nation's "S. O. S." The country calls for aid. You can
answer that call by buying war savings stamps, which will earn interest for

you and aid Uncle Sam.

A Dane Invents Steel Soldier Animated by Radio

AN "automatic soldier" is one of the latest developments in war weapons.
A Danish engineer has. recently taken out a patent for an apparatus

to which he has given this name. It is a steel cylinder normally within a

larger cylinder, the whole being sunk into the ground vertically. By means
of a mechanism operated by wireless the inner cylinder rises to a height of

eighteen inches and an automatic rifle mounted on the inner cylinder fires 400
shots in any given direction.

Those "automatic soldiers" can be controlled from a central position four
or five miles behind the line of defense, says the inventor. They may be seen
by the enemy only when they rise.

From trials alrady made it has been shown, it is reported, tliat a few
hundred of these steel soldiers can easily defend a position against infantry
attacks, however numerous the opposing force may be. In order to overcome
the "automatics" they must be destroyed one by one.

Allies Get Hun Map of British Waters

A MAP of the waters around the British Isles, divided into squares and each
square munbercd. in order to indicate by wireless to German L'-boats the

location of allied or neutral ships to be attacked, has been discovered by the

allies, together with a code by which wireless stations indicated to U-boats
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the nationality and type of ships in any given square. The code was so de-

signed that every message seemed to refer to some innocent commercial
transaction. Thus a wireless reading, "First quality packing case, Series 4,

No. 432," translated meant ''British armored cruiser, four smokestacks, in

square No. 432."

German Wireless News Scheme a Failure

A LFRED L. BECKER, Deputy State Attorney General, who is investigating

the purchase of the N. Y. Evening Mail by Dr. Edward A. Rumely, has
made public the fact that shortly after Dr. Rumely bought the Mail negotia-
tions were opened with Dr. Heinrich F. Albert to establish a wireless news
service with Germany.

According to the Deputy Attorney General, the scheme was for a limited
number of words to be sent through Sayville, or Tuckerton, and Mr. Becker
stated that Dr. Albert agreed to furnish 1,000 words daily at a fixed rate for
publication in the Mail. But, according to the Deputy Attorney General, the
scheme fell through because Dr. Rumely wanted his own representative in

Berlin to gather the news and transmit it, while Dr. Albert wanted to do this.

Dr. Rumely is said to have expressed the fear that Dr. Albert would "doctor
the news."

U. S. Ships Hear Hun Wireless to U-Boats

VI/'IRELESS operators on American and other ships crossing the Atlantic

at night frequently "pick up" orders being sent by the German Admiralty
to submarines at sea. The messages are in code, of course, and the sub-
marines never acknowledge receipt of the orders, because if they did some
warship of the enemy might get a clew as to the location of one or more of
the underseas boats.

These messages to the submarines are from Nauen, a small town near
Spandau, where Germany has its, great wireless station. Electrical waves pro-
duced there will reach some 6,000 miles.

Nine towers are in use, the highest being 850 feet. Last year Nauen sent
to the outside world almost 5,000,000 words for the German government.

Naval Rookies Climb Skyward to Paint

npHE yearly task, just begun, of painting the two giant wireless towers at

the Great Lakes Naval Training Station is a difficult one. Five hundred
gallons of paint are required, and men engaged in covering the framework
are under intense nervous strain, as they have little space on which to stand
and are forced to combat a strong wind at dizzy heights. The Great Lakes
Bulletin says that "tests have been made to find how long it would take a
man to climb to the top of the tower with a ladder and come back down
without the ladder. The record is seventeen minutes."

Ernest T. Edwards Dies Suddenly

£RNEST T. EDWARDS, superintendent of the Eastern Division of the
Marconi Wireless Company of N. Y., died August 4th at his home in

Maple Avenue, Sea Gate. He was born in England thirty-five years ago, and
came to this country ten years ago. He had been employed in England as a
wireless operator on coast stations and later on the Cunard line between
Great Britain and the United States. He entered the American service and
for a while was wireless operartor on the American Liner New York. He is

survived by his widow and two daughters, Betty and Louise. Funeral serv-
ices held at his late home on August 6th were largely attended by his former
associates in the wireless field.



Some Pointers on Teaching Acquired by

a Radio Code Instructor

By Gordon Lathrop

of the Marconi Institute

npHE writer learned to telegraph while working as a messenger boy in a

railroad office. As with most novices in an exacting mechanical art, he
was mightily impressed by the glittering generalities indulged in by the "old

timers" of the craft. One of these was to the effect that the expert teleg-

rapher was never a graduate of a telegraph school.

"What school turned you out?" was, and is yet, frequently snapped over
the wire by an irate "old timer" when forced to work with a less skillful

mate.

After having worked for a half dozen railroads, both of the commercial
land telegraph companies and four press associations, the writer earned the

right to consider himself an old timer, telegraphically, and he was wont to

hold forth in a like strain. But, fortunately for the art, like so many sweeping
statements which pet the vanity of those w^ho so easily voice them, this

uncomplimentary dictum about telegraph schools is untrue—untrue in the
cold testimony of facts and figures, and fundamentally unsound.

The "old timers" generality however has a degree of justification. Men
who, without assistance, have developed sufficient ability in sending and
receiving to qualify for their first job, have demonstrated by that very
accomplishment their natural aptitude for the art. Further, they have demon-
strated persistence and ambition, which, coupled with telegraphic aptitude,
produce the skilled worker in the code.

A class rcicivincj adi'iviccd code instniciion at the MiirC(>)n liislilulc, Xcw )'ork City

974
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The foregoing refers primarily to land line telegraphy and American
Morse telegraphers. But the admission of his error concerning telegraph

schools in general may serve as a starting point for the writer in telling what
he has learned while serving as code instructor to beginners in the New York
code room of the Marconi Institute.

There are many and diverse complexities of mental makeup in the

Marconi student personnel, but an invariable point to be impressed upon the

beginner is that there is but one process of receiving telegraphically, and
that deals primarily with ''reading by sound."

The writer has learned, however, that the first instruction to be given
the beginner is : "Memorize the code in dots and dashes." If he is forbidden
the use of code charts, the very first act cf the student is to dig up a code
chart somewhere to determine for himself what the code actually comprises.
In view of the foregoing, the writer submits a code chart for the beginner
which outlines a convenient method of memorizing and maintains a pro-

gressive relationship between the letters of the alphabet according to the
number of dots and dashes employed.

A .
— A .—

— U ..— W.
V ...- J .

N — . N —

.

K— .— G .

.
C-.-. Q .-
X — ..—
Y— . Z ..

U ..—
F ..—

.

This chart has been prepared for the beginner whose mental processes

are, say, 60% perceptive and 40% reflective, with a highly developed sense

of rhythm. This type of student would instinctively subordinate all tenden-

cies to analyze the sounds into dots and dashes, and would naturally begin

to "read by sound." Experience teaches that one who has a natural ear for

music will pick up the code work quickly.

In the Marconi Institute we frequently enroll students with the opposite

mental makeup; that is, their minds are 40% perceptive and 60% reflective,

or analytical. Desire to engage in war service has brought many 40-60

men to the Marconi code rooms. The demand of the period for combination

men is unprecedented. Army and Navy aviators must be able to send and
receive in the code at a fair rate of speed, in addition to the half dozen other

skilled arts in which they must qualify. The Signal Corps of the army and
the radio divisions of the n*avy and marines must have their quotas of com-
bination men—men equally capable in the code and technical operation.

But to return to the writer's purpose of telling what he has learned
in the Marconi Institute while instructing others.

Irnmediately after the beginner has accomplished his first task of memo-
rizing the code in dots and dashes, he is harnessed to the instructor by head
telephones and the sending instruction is begun. The student is shown how
to hold his hand on the key. The correct "grip" is explained and demonstrated
by telling the student to arrange his thumb, index finger and second finger

on the key knob in the same manner as he would grasp a pen or pencil to

write with a free arm movement. If a pen or pencil were as large as the key
knob the relative positions of thumb, index finger and second finger would be

E . T
I .. M
S ... O
H ... Ch

N
D
B

R . .

L . ..

P .
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Students receiving laboratory instruction at the Marco)ii Institute, Nezi' York City

practically identical ;—thumb against side of key knob as a steadying factor,

index finger, convexed preferably, but straight rather than concaved. In

this way one makes the correct downward pressure on the knob. The second
finger should slip easily in position over the key knob. Just as a hand writing
instructor emphasizes the necessity of keeping the hand and wrist relaxed

as much as possible, so should the code instructor caution the student about
sending. A relaxed wrist precludes **nerve sending," a common error of

beginners.

The writer informs beginners there is one general and three specific rules

about sending. The general rule is the Golden Rule paraphrased telegraph-
ically: Send to others as yon zi'ould hare them send to you. The three specific

rules are these

:

Make your dot so short and sharp, though firm, that the receiver cannot
mistake it for a dash.

Hold your dash long enough— (three times as long as a dot)—so that

receiver cannot mistake it for a dot.

Then, having observed rules 1 and 2, knit together the succession of dot
or dash, or combination of dot and dash so closely that receiver cannot mis-
take, it for an unintended combination. •

The instructor has insufficient time to send each letter to each student
a sufficient number of times to enable the beginner's mind» to register the

proper conception of each sound ; so use is made of Marconi-\'ictor Record
Number 1 of the series prepared by Harry Chadwick of the Marconi Institute.

On this record a voice calls out each letter in alphabetical order, then the letter

is reproduced three times in Mr. Chadwick's perfect style. The beginner,

equipped with a head telephone, and sitting before a key, can listen to the

fiist reproduction of each letter in Mr. Chadwick's style, then he can imitate

the second and third reproduction on his telegraph key.

To relieve monotony and register the rhythm of each letter in the begin-

ner's mind another method is often used. It is the "follow copy" system,

advocated by Walter Phillips, originator of the "Phillip's Code," used by all
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press telegraphers. The instructor distributes cards on which are pasted

sheets containing sentences, five letter unpronounceable combinations of

letters, such as "GBXTQ," and ten letter code words, such as *'GILLIPA
XTE." On the margin of each sheet, before the lines, are numbers arranged

consecutively in a column.

The instructor distributes the cards to those who have not advanced

sufficiently to copy at the rate of five words a minute or more without the

copy as reference. Then he sends from the card, line by line, to those who
can ''read by sound," calling off the number preceding that line before be-

ginning so those who hold copy may follow the sending.

When the opportunity occurs, the writer talks to each beginner. He
tries especially to appeal to the 40-60 boy or man—the type whose tendency

is to analyze—to break the sounds up in dots and dashes, who by painful

reasoning processes tries to detect the letters as they are sent. This, in

effect, is the burden of the writer's talk to the beginner

:

''You have learned that A, for instance, is composed of a dot and a dash.

But so is E, T. The letter C is dot-dash-dot-dash, it is true, but those same
components make up the combinations T R, N N, or K E. The letter A in

wireless telegraphy is a rhythm ; a staccato note and a legato note occurring

in quick succession. This principle applies throughout.

"Your job is to tuck away in your mind a correct concept of the sound*
of each letter, numeral and punctuation mark, and by practice learn to asso-

ciate that sound immediately, and without conscious effort, with the letter

which it symbolizes."

These, then, in summary, are the instructions which in the writer's opin-

ion, tend to lay the right foundation for the telegraphic aspirant : Memorize
the code to learn the arrangement of the elements with which you work ; learn

the proper grip for sending and model your style after that of an expert

telegrapher—one who observes rules one, two and three and the general rule

—subordinate from the start the tendency to analyze the sounds by "follow

copy" practice, if you can obtain it—by all means at your disposal get yourself

as quickly as possible into accord with the first principle of receiving

—

reading by sound.

In conclusion, let it be said that for the 40-60 student there is no royal

road to success in mastering the art of telegraphy. Systems of instruction

nor methods such as the phonetic syllable idea will not of themselves bring

every student into right accord with the process of reading by sound. The
40-60 boy or man must practice, practice, practice—always on the right basis.

After his foundation is properly laid he will progress from table to table and
from low speed to high speed with less and less effort. It has occurred, in

the writer's observation, that a 40-60 boy or man makes a better code man
ultimately than another whose quick perspective faculties gave him such an
initial advantage. That is the case if the 40-60 student works hard and per-

sistently to become a 50-50 man while the 60-40 student is content to rely

on his instinctive mental processes.

May it not be said to apply in every worthy human activity, as well as in

the expert work of the telegraphic craftsman, that it is the frictlonless inter-

working of the instinctive and the cultivated mental machinery which makes
for real, satisfying achievement, and produces the evenly balanced, 50-50 man?

If that be true, and the writer firmly believes it to be true, that is the

most important lesson learned by him while serving as an instructor to others.

*Bv pronouncing the syllable "tuh" for the initial dot, the syllable "duh" for other dots and the syllable

"dah" for the dash, an oral representation of any letter's rhythm may be produced. So far as the writer

has been able to learn, the use of these syllables—for instance, the letter "F" would be pronounced "tuh
duh dah duh"—is the most practicable application of the phonetic method of learninor the code. The writer

would be glad to give credit to the originator of this idea if he could determine to whom the credit is due.
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Above is shown a sculptor's conception of "Radio," a subject which the

iveilJers of the scalpel have hitherto evaded iviih a wholesome respect for

the difficulties it presents. Just that much credit is therefore due Edward
Field Sanford, Jr., for his expression in bronze of the wildly onward-

rushing electric Waves. The figure of "Radio," rushing through space with

an unearthly wind blowing her hair haclfWard, and with every line eloquent

of arrow-lilfc speed, dominates the whole. Surrounding her is a circular

halo, or ring, symbol of infinity and suggesting all the circular forms so

common in radio apparatus. 7 he coil, the winding, the rotary gap, and the

dynamo all contain the circle, and all of these are closely associated with

radio methods. I he statue Was executed for Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,

for many years a close friend of the sculptor.
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A Rectifying Spark Gap for High Tension Alternating Current

/"HEN the condenser charge breaks down in a circuit carrying a powerful

current and containing a spark gap of which one electrode is a flat surface

and the other electrode a rod with a tapered or rounded end, the discharge

across the gap is a plain alternating current arc resembling in appearance

a candle flame. This^'is essentially what takes place when the secondary
circuit containing the spark gap is in resonance with the primary power
circuit which charges it through an inductive coupling. If the primary circuit

and the secondary circuit are not in resonance, the discharge across the gap
takes the form of irregular stringy white sparks. In the former case, the

gap becomes conductive and current oscillates across it in the same frequency
as that of the primary circuit ; such oscillations are too low in frequency to

be utilized for radiating Hertzian waves. In the latter case, oscillations of

current occur in the circuit and internal losses are sustained, diminishing the

efficiency of the circuit.

Figure 2
W'' Figure 4 ^

Figure 1

—

Sectional elevation of spark gap apparatus. Figure 2—Electrodes. Figure 3

—

Face-
end view of electrodes. Figure 4—Diagram of zvireless transmitter

An apparatus to change high frequency currents into uni-directional cur-

rents has recently been devised by Archibald Shaw, of Sydney, New South
Wales, Australia. In his invention, the rod electrode is pierced axially with
a fine hole through which gas is forced so as to impinge with considerable
velocity upon the opposed face of the other electrode, and if the primary and
secondary circuits are in resonance an arc is no longer formed, but the dis-

charge immediately takes the form of a bluish white incandescent blaze of

tapered form extending across the gap, and a pulsatory discharge having a

very high frequency passes in one direction only.

In practice, a blast of suitable gas under pressure, such as air is used
in the gap, the axial jet is made about one sixty-fourth of an inch in diameter
at the nozzle, and the pressure is from 50 to 150 lbs. per square inch. With
a substantially flat faced electrode of two or more inches in diameter, and a

rod electrode of about an inch in diameter formed at the head as a blunt
nosed cone, and a gap measuring about three-eighths to a half an inch between
the electrodes, as much as 20 kw. can be passed under a pressure of about

979
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28,000 volts. These proportions are highly suitable for the purposes of a

high power wireless transmitter.

For this purpose, air pressure at about 110 lbs. per square inch has been

found to give very satisfactory results. The length of the gap is varied ac-

cording to the voltage and the pressure of air employed; for a voltage of

approximately 28,000 and an air pressure of 110 lbs. per square inch, the spark-

ing distance "is from three-eighths of an inch to one-half an inch. The air

pressure should not be increased with the voltage. The best results for

wireless transmitters are obtained with voltages approxibating 28,000.

The inventor remarks that such voltage, with the quantity of current

necessary for long distance wireless transmission, cannot be used with multi-

plate gaps of the Lepel type; nor can heavy currents be rectified as may be

done with currents of less quantity though high voltage, in point-and-plate

gaps such as are frequently used with influence machines.

Experiments have been performed with discharges having a voltage of

60,000, and the length of the gap has been extended to as much as two inches.

Flatness of the opposed electrode is desirable, the best economy bein^^ ob-

tained with a flat disk upon the face of which the air jet impinges perpen-

dicularly. The electrodes are preferably made of copper or silver; zinc is

undesirable as it shows a tendency to pit at the place of impact of the jet.

The diameter of the jet should be increased with the power used in the

circuit, a diameter of one sixty-fourth of an inch being correct for 2 kw. and

slightly more for heavier currents.

In the drawing of figure 1 is a sectional elevation of the spark gap
apparatus, figure 2 an enlarged scale sectional elevation of the electrodes,

and figure 3 face-end views of the electrodes. Figure 4 is a diagram of a

wireless telegraph transmitter in which the spark gap can be employed.

In figure 1 A is a case constructed of micanite or other suitable insulating

material and fitted with a lift lid B ; it is supported on insulators C, and fitted

with leading-in insulators D and D'. E and F are portions of the exciting

circuit, their terminals being connected to the stems G and H of the electrodes

K and L. The electrode L is fitted with a solid stem H which should be

screwed to work in a nut in the leading-in insulator D' to enable the operator

to vary the length of the gap readily. The stem G of the flat nosed cone
nozzle electrode K is tubular, and it is connected by a rubber hose M to a

source m of air or gas under the necessary pressure. N is a valve in the

hose M. The forward end of the nozzle electrode K is coned externally.

In the diagram of figure 4 which represents diagrammatically a wireless

telegraph transmitter, Z is an alternator delivering current at about 500
cycles per second. Y is an inductance, W a circuit closing key, and V the

primary of a step up transformer. The values in the secondary circuit are

proportioned so that the condenser t will break down once in every half

cycle of the primary current. The radiator T is constructed to radiate freely

at the frequency required for transmission, tuning being eft'ected by adjust-

ing the condenser capacity, the length of the spark gap and the variable

loading inductance t'.

Spark Discharger for Radio Frequency Oscillation Circuits

A spark discharger more in the nature of an arc gap has been described
by Alfred H. Cohen. The object of the device is to provide a gap that will

generate constant and persistent oscillating currents and permit the circula-

tion of a liquid having slight conductivity between the faces of the electrodes
in the oscillator. Its construction permits visual examination, at any time,

of the operation of the spark discharger between the electrodes and permits
the length of the discharge gap to be closely regulated. The inventor states

that it is adaptable for use under conditions of constant vibration, sudden
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Figure 5

—

Spark discharger—side elevation and partial cross section viezv.^ Figure 6

—

Cross

section of oscillator. Figure 7—Metallic electrodes and ports for circulating liquid between

electrodes

shock, change of position and other conditions to be met in marine service,

on warships for instance during heavy gun fire.

Figure 5 is a side elevation, partially in cross section, figure 6, of an oscil-

lator constructed in accordance v^ith Cohen's design.

Figure 7 is a detail in front elevation of the metallic electrode, showing
the ports for circulating the liquid, between the electrodes.

In detail the construction illustrated in the drawings includes the elec-

trode 1, having a smooth, level plane, sparking surface. This electrode has

the hollow chamber 2 cored therein, with which the inlet and outlet pipes

3 and 4 communicate. These pipes are connected with a supply tank 5 filled

with a cooling liquid adapted to circulate through the chamber 2 for the pur-

pose of removing the heat created by the spark and radiated by the electrode 1.

Thermosiphon circulation is usually sufficient for the circulation of this

cooling liquid, but the circulation can be rendered more positive by the addi-

tion of the force pump 6. The electrode 1 is surrounded by an annular groove

into which the glass ring 7 is cemented.
The electrode 8 is of carbon, coinciding in outline with the active face of

the metallic electrode 1. This carbon electrode is embedded in the metallic

holder 9, having flanged edges 10 extending to near the sparking surface of

the electrode, which has a lateral flange overhanging the thickness of the

flange 10. The flange 10 is annularly grooved to receive the packing 11, en-

tirely encircling the electrode 8 and its holder 9, hermetically packing the

electrode 8 within the glass ring 7. The attenuated lip 12 of the packing is

forced against the wall of the glass ring 7, by the pressure of the liquid con-

fined between the two electrodes and the encircling glass wall of the ring 7.
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The space 13 between the electrodes 1 and 8 constitutes the spark gap,
which is hermetically surrounded by the glass ring 7. The container 14 is

adapted to contain a liquid of slight conductivity such as alcohol, acetic acid,

formaldehyde, etc., flowing down through the pipe 15, and through the lower
port 16 connected with the space 13, through which the liquid flows upward
and out through the port 17, into the pipe 18 connected with the tank 14.

The liquid is circulated by the force pump 19, introduced in the pipe 15. To
control the pressure of the liquid the tank 14 is pressure tight, and is provided
with the pressure gauge 20, properly graduated to disclose the pressure within
the tank, or the pressure may be controlled by raising and lowering the tank.

The discharge is started by pressing the knob 30 inward until the elec-

trodes 1 and 8 are brought into contact. This closes the circuit, starting the

current flowing through the electrodes, creating a-spark as they are separated,
the length of the spark increasing as the electrode 8 returns to the normal
position fixed by the adjusting screws 28, that regulate the fixed length of

the spark for the desired purpose. It is important that this spark travel

about, within the confines of the parallel area of the electrodes.

The instant that a spark jumps across the gap 13, the heat generated by
the spark creates a bubble in the liquid confined between the electrodes. The
point on one electrode from which the spark started, and the point on the

opposite electrode to which the spark jumped, are within the bubble for a
suflicient period of time to prevent a second spark jumping across betw^een the

two exact surfaces isolated or insulated by the presence of the bubble. The
succeeding sparks (and they come in succession so rapid as to amount to a

practically continuous flow) naturally choose points on the opposite elec-

trodes not occupied by a bubble; therefore, the spark jumps about throughout
the area of the opposing faces of the electrodes. The bubbles thus formed
very slightly quench each spark as it passes, and prevent the formation of

arcs at any point in the spark gap.
The slight conductivity of the liquid allows the sparks to pass between

the faces of the electrodes, until it becomes heated at the sparking points,

producing the bubbles. The action of the spark is practically continuous,
regular and constant throughout the whole parallel surfaces of the electrodes,

as is evidenced by the fact that the negative carbon electrode is burned
evenly throughout its whole sparking area ; this action is facilitated by the
constant speed and pressure of the film of liquid passing between the exposed
faces of the electrodes. The structure illustrated prevents the forcing of
sparks beyond the face of the electrodes, by undue speed in the flow of the
liquid, owing to the fact that only the faces of the electrodes are exposed
to the lifiuid. The pressure and the flow of the liquid, therefore, is an im-
portant factor in maintaining the correct adjustment.

Advance in the Design of X-Ray Tubes
The Coolidge X-Ray tu])e, as is well known, operates at extremely high

vacua with a pure electron discharge, as contrasted with the Rontgen tubes
formerly constructed depending in their action upon the ionization of a
residual gas.

In one of the modifications of this tube the cath(xle rays are focused by
means of a static focusing device, such as a ring. tube, or other conductive
member surrounding the cathode and establishing a static field radiallv about
the cathode. The focusing member appears to become statically charged
by the clectn.n emission of the cathode, and thus nKulifics the static field in
the tube, which is controlling the motion of the cathode rays.

Dr. Langniuir has designed a tube wlu-reiii the length of the focus of
the cathode rays is vnried at the will of the oi)erator. tluis controlling the
area of the focal spot or surface by adjusting the distribution of potential in
the static field directing the cathode rays inwardly t(^ a common point, or
outwardly from a virtual focus. For exanq)le. by means of a source of po-
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Figure 8

—

One form of improved Rontgen ray tube

tential between the cathode and the focusing device, the intensity and polarity

of the static field may be varied as will now be described

:

In the drawings, figure 8 illustrates diagrammatically a Rontgen ray

tube provided with a unidirectional source of potential between the cathode

and static focusing means ; hgure 9 shows a Rontgen tube operated from an

alternating current source and controlled by a potential which fluctuates in

synchronism with the current supply for the tube; and figure 10 shows an-

other means for varying the focus.

Referring to figure 8 it will be noted that the essential parts of the tube

comprise an envelop 1 of glass, or quartz, a cathode 2 and an anode 3, located

opposite the cathode, and serving aiso as a focal plate, or focal surface. The
cathode, which is a primary source of electrons, consists of a refractory con-

ductor, preferably tungsten. Energy is supplied to incandesce the cathode

through leading-in wires 4 and 5 from a battery 6 in series with a variable

resistance 7. 'J,he anode consists of refractory metal, preferably tungsten.

Around the cathode is located a short tube 8 also consisting of metal, for

example, nickel, iron or tungsten representing one form of focusing device.

The supports for the various parts such as the stem 9 for the cathode, a rod

10 for the anode, and spring anchors 11 for the focusing means have been
only diagrammatically indicated. Electrical current is supplied to the tube

through conductors 12 and 13 from a source of energy which may be a

mechanical rectifier, a high potential battery, or even an alternating current

source, such as an induction coil or transformer. The source 14 is symbolic
of any of the sources mentioned or their equivalents.

/2

Figure 9—Rontgen tube operated from an alternating current source
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A source of potential 15 which has been diagrammatically indicated as a

direct current dynamo, but may also be a battery, or even a static source of

potential such as a glass plate static machine, is connected by means of con-

ductors 16 and 17 and a reversing switch 18 to the cathode and the focusmg

member. By changing the switch blades from contacts 19 and 20 to contacts

20 and 21, the polarity of the source may be reversed. The degree of potential

may be varied in any desired manner, as by varying the excitation of the

field coil 22 of the generator, for example, by cutting in or out resistance 23

in the circuit of an energizing battery 24. A resistance 25 is provided in circuit

with the source of potential, which may be varied and also entirely short-

circuited as indicated.

'zj t

^
I

/2

Figure 10—Another form of Rontgen ray tube for varying the focus

When the focusing member 8 -is connected to the cathode without in-

terposing any source of potential, one of the surfaces which may be plotted

in space to include points of the same potential, will include the tip of the fila-

ment and the outer edge of the focusing tube 8. As such equipotential sur-

faces approach the anode they become less concave. The electrons emitted

by the filament when traveling from the cathode to the anode,_ tend to move
perpendicularly to these equipotential surfaces, and are thus directed toward

a spot of restricted area upon the anode, called the focal spot.

When the source of potential 15, is introduced into circuit between the

cathode and focusing member 8, the positive terminal being connected to the

focusing member, the shape of the equipotential surfaces will be changed,

as the tip of the filament and the rim of the focusing member no longer are

at the same potential. _By making the positive potential high enough the

focusing of the rays may be entirely prevented, that is, the rays will 'diverge

instead of converge. By making the potential negative with respect to the

focusing tube the focal area may be made smaller, or in other words, sharp-

ness of the focusing may be improved. The charge on the focusing member
also has an effect on the resistance of the tube and hence on the hardness of

the X-rays. A positive charge decreases the hardness and a negative charge

increases the hardness in proportion to the potential of the charge.

The structure of the Rontgen ray tube shown in figure 9 is the same as

that shown in figure 8, but instead of a direct current source of potential for

the focus control, an alternate-source, for example, a transformer 28 is used.

The operation of the system described in figure 9 is similar to that already

described in figure 8. Only the half waves of the supply current which are

negative with respect to the cathode 2 can pass through the tube. Because of

this rectifying property of the tube, the alternating potential between the

focusing device 8, and the cathode 2 operates similarly to a direct current

source, as it only functionates for waves of like polarity, the set of waves

of opposite polarity being suppressed.



Wartime Wireless Instruction

A Practical Course for Radio Operators

ARTICLE XVII

By Elmer E. Bucher

Director of Instruction Marconi Institute

(Copyright, 1918, Wireless Press, Inc.)

Editor's Note—This is the seventeenth installment of a condensed course in wireless

telegraphy, especially prepared for training young men and women in the technical phases

of radio in the shortest possible time. It is written particularly with the view of instructing

prospective radio operators whose spirit of patriotism has inspired a desire to join signal

branches of the United States reserve forces or the staff of a commercial wireless telegraph

company, but who live at points far from wireless telegraph schools. The lessons to be

published serially in this magazine are in fact a condensed version of the textbook, "Practical

Wireless Telegraphy," and those students who have the opportunity and desire to go more
fully into the subject will find the author's textbook a complete exposition of the wireless

art in its most up-to-date phases. Where time will permit, its use in conjunction with this

course is recommended.

The outstanding feature of the lessons will be the absence of cumbersome detail.

Being intended to assist men to qualify for commercial positions in the shortest possible time

consistent with a perfect understanding of the duties of operators, the course will contain

only the essentials required to obtain a Government commercial first grade license certificate

and knowledge of the practical operation of wireless telegraph apparatus.

To aid in an easy grasp of the lessons as they appear, numerous diagrams and drawings

will illustrate the text, and, in so far as possible, the material pertaining to a particular dia-

gram or illustration will be placed on the same page.

P>ccause they will only contain the essential instructions for working modern wireless

telegraph equipment, the lessons will be presented in such a way that the field telegraphist

can use them in action as well as the student at home.

P>eginning with tlic elements of electricity and magnetism, the course will continue
through the construction and functioning of dynamos and motors, high voltage transformers
into wireless telegraph equipment i)roper. Complete instruction will be given in the tuning

of radio sets, adjustments of transmitting and receiving apparatus and elementary practical

measurements.

This series began in the Alay, 1917. issue of The Wireless Age. Beginners should
secure back copies, as the subject matter presented therein will aid them to grasp the explan-

ations more readily. If possible, the series should bc followed consecutively.
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ELECTRICAL RESONANCE

(1) In order to secure the maximum range of transmission it is essential that the

open and closed circuits of the radio transmitter be adjusted to substantial resonance

—

that is they must be adjusted to the same nature oscillation frequency.

(2) This process of adjustment is called tuning.

(3) Electrical resonance between circuits of radio frequency is established by

resonating circuits which have been calibrated by comparison with a standard or by

calculation from knowledge of the inductance and capacity of the circuit.

(4) Standard resonating circuits of variable frequency are called wavemeters.

They should properly be termed frequency meters but since a given frequency of

oscillation corresponds to a definite wave length in a circuit capable of setting electric

waves into motion, the scale of the wavemeter is usually calibrated directly in wave

lengths.

(5) The oscillation frequency of a circuit containing inductance and capacity can

be determined by the following formula:

5,033,000

n =
VLC

where n = frequency in cycles per second,

L = the inductance expressed in centimeters,

C = the capacity expressed in microfarads.

(6) The relation between the length of the radiated wave and the frequency of

the antenna current in a radio system is expressed as follows:

9

V
\ = —

N

where V = velocity of electromagnetic waves in either (186,000 miles per second or

300,000,000 meters),

N =. frequency of the antenna current,

A — wave length in meters.

Hence if the frequency of the antenna current is equal to 500,000 cycles per second and

V = 300,000,000 meters, then

300,000,000

A= == 600 meters

500,000
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THE WAVEMETER
^

(1) Any circuit containing concentrated inductance and capacity of variable value,

if calibrated in wave lengths, may be called a wavemeter.

(2) Modern wavemeters generally have inductance coils of fixed value and a

variable condenser. Some types have a variable inductance and a condenser of fixed

capacity. It is generally more convenient, however, to employ the condenser as the

variable element of the circuit.

(3) If the condenser is the variable element and the wavemeter is to have an

extended range of v/ave lengths, two or more inductance coils may be supplied.

(4) A scale of v/ave lengths may be imprinted underneath a pointer attached to the

movable plates of the variable condenser or the condenser may have a 180° scale and

a table of wave lengths may be supplied corresponding to the angular displacement

of the movable plates with the stationary plates.

USES OF THE WAVEMETER

The wavemeter may be employed,

(1) to place two or more radio frequency circuits in electrical resonance;

(2) to measure the wave length of the closed and open circuits of a transmitting set;

(3) to determine the coupling of two coupled circuits;

(4) to measure the decrement of damping;

(5) to calibrate a receiving set;

(6) to measure inductance and capacity.

(2) If the inductance coil of a wavemeter is placed near an active oscillation circuit

such as the closed and open circuits of a radio transmitter, radio frequency currents

will be induced in the wavemeter. These currents will attain their maximum amplitude

when the frequency of the wavemeter coincides with the frequency of the oscillationi

generator.

(3) It is therefore essential that some current or potential indicator be included in

the circuit of the wavemeter in order that the resonance adjustment of the wavemeter
may be correctly determined.

(4) A milliammeter or a so-called high frequency hot-wire wattmeter are generally

employed as current indicators. As a potential indicator, a carborundum rectifier with
a head telephone in series, is favored.

AERIAL AMMETERS •

(1) Resonance may be established between circuits of radio frequency by means of

an ammeter suitable for high frequency currents.

(2) In certain types of transmitting apparatus such as the standard Marconi panel

transmitters, the spark gap circuit is calibrated at the Company's laboratory, the contact

clips to the primary coil of the oscillation transformer. l)cing soldered fast in position.

(3) To place the closed circuit in resonance with the aerial circuit, in a set so

designed, it is only necessary to vary Ihe inductance or the capacity of the antenna
circuit until the aerial ammeter indicates a maximum. A wavemeter is required,

however, to determine the purity and sharpness of the radiated wave.

TUNING THE TRANSMITTER

(1) To tunc a transmitter to the International standard wave lengths the following

measurements must be taken:

(1) The natural or fundamental wave length of the aerial circuit;

(2) The wave length of the closed circuit;

(3) The length of the radiated wave.
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Figure 158 ahcdefghij

OBJECT OF THE DIAGRAMS
To show the various devices employed to indicate that the wavemeter is in reso-

nance with the circuit under measurement.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
In Fig. 158c a small hot-wire wattmeter W—range .01-0.1 watts—is connected to

the secondary winding S, of a small step-down transformer, the primary P being con-
In Fig. 158c a small hot-wire wattmeter W—range .01-.01 watts—is connected to

the secondary winding S, of a small step-down transformer, the primary P being con-
nected in series with a wavemeter.

In Fig. 158d, a small glow lamp G (2 or 4 volt battery lamp), is connected in series

with the wavemeter, the resonant adjustment being determined when the lamp glows
brightest (with the wavemeter in a fixed position).

In Fig. 158e, a thermo-couple A, B, is attached to a heating wire C, D, the latter

being connected in series with the wavemeter. The terminals of the thermo-couple
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are connected to a sensitive milli-voltmeter which may be calibrated in milliamperes.

In Fig. 158f, a rectifying detector D is connected in series with a galvanometer G,

both being shunted across the condenser C. The currents of radio-frequency are con-

verted by the rectifier to direct current and the resonant adjustment is determined by
the maximum deflection of the .cralvanometer.

In Fig. 158g. an electrostatic telephone P is connected in series with the waverneter,

the telephone being an active part of the oscillation circuit. The telephone contains a

winding of three or four turns placed underneath a copper diaphragm. The maximum
sound is obtained when the wave-meter is in resonance with a given oscillation circuit,

the copper diaphragm moving with the group frequency of the transmitter.

In Fig. 158h, a tube N, filled with neon gas, has sealed-in terminals at either end.

When shunted across the terminals of the wavemeter condenser, the tube glows
brilliantly at resonance.

In Fig. 158i, a crystal rectifier D is connected in series with a 2,000 ohm telephone

P, the final two terminals being shunted across the condenser C. The rnaximum of

sound is obtained in the telephone at resonance. The connection of 158j is often

preferred because the calibration of the wavemeter is not affected by the presence of a

shunt detecting circuit as in 158i. The uni-polar connection of the detector has the

disadvantage that the wavemeter must be placed in closer inductive relation to the

circuit under test than with the connection of 158i.

SPECIAL REMARKS
(1) The milliammeter or the carborundum rectifier are generally preferred in

practice as resonance indicators.

(2) If feeble radio frequency currents flow in the circuit under measurement, a

sensitive oscillation detector such as the three-electrode vacuum tube must be con-
nected to the wavemeter.

Figures 159, 160, 101

OBJECT OF THE DIAGRAMS
To show the process of measurement of the wave length of the aerial circuit in a

radio transmitting system, and means for setting the aerial circuit into oscillation.

PRINCIPLE
In order that resonance adjustment of the wavemeter with the circuit under

measurement may be determined, the antenna must be set into electrical oscillation.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
In Fig. 159 the aerial is set into excitation by a spark coil, the secondary terminals

of which are connected to the spark gap S-1 connected in series with the aerial. The
coil L of the wavemeter is placed in inductive relation to some part of the aerial circuit
preferably near the earth lead.

In Fig. 160 a condenser of large capacity C, is connected in series with the aerial.

It is in turn shunted across the interrupter contacts of a vibrating buzzer.
In Fig. 161 a small coil, L-1 is connected in series with the aerial system. This

coil is also a part of the circuit from the battery B-2 through the buzzer B-1.

OPERATION
Either the spark coil or the buzzer is set into operation. The wavemeter is placed

in inductive relation to the aerial system followed by varying the capacity of the wave-
meter condenser until resonance is established as may be indicated by one of the well-
known resonance indicators previously mentioned.

SPECIAL REMARKS
(1) In the diagram of figure 159 the natural wave length of the aerial is under measure-

ment, but in figure 161 the wave length of the complete open circuit is being taken. Coil

L-1 in this diagram may represent the secondary coil of the transmitting oscillation

transformer. Condenser C-1 is the usual short wave condenser. L-2 is the aerial tuning
inductance. By change of L-2 or C-1 the serial may be adjusted to radiate waves above
and below the fundamental or natural wave length.

(2) In figure 160 the capacity of the condenser C is very large compared to the
capacity of the aerial and as a consequence it has but little effect upon the wave length
of the circuit; but the charge it receives from the counter E. M. F. of the buzzer, sets

the aerial into oscillation at its natural frequency.
(3) A high-voltage alternating current transformer may be employed in figure

159 instead of the induction coil but means must be provided to reduce the current
output to prevent arcing at the spark gap.

CLOSED CIRCUIT

I
N

Figure 162

O.BJECT OF THE DIAGRAM
To indicate the process of measurement of the wave length of the closed oscillation

circuit of a radio transmitter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
The high voltage condenser of the transmitter is indicated at C-1, the primary

winding of the oscillation transformer at L-1, and the spark gap at S. The wavemeter
is indicated at L, C.

OPERATION
The wavemeter (L, C,) is placed in inductive relation to the primary coil L-1. The

spark gap is energized and the wavemeter condenser adjusted until the resonance
indicator shows a maximum.
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Figure 163

OBJECT OF THE DIAGRAM
To show the connections of the apparatus for the measurement of the radiated wave.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
The closed oscillation circuit of the transmitter is indicated by the condenser C,

tlie primary coil L, and the spark gap S. The open circuit or the antenna circuit is

rci^rcscntcd by the aerial, the aerial tuning inductance L-2, the short wave condenser,
the secondary coil L-1 and the aerial ammeter A.

The wavemcter comprises the inductance L and the variable condenser C, and in

this particular illustration a low range hot-wire meter W, is inductively coupled to

the wavemeter circuits.

OPERATION
It is assumed that the open and closed circuits have been tuned to a definite wave

lenj^th in accordance with previous instructions. The two circuits are coupled at the

oscillation transformer L. Li, the coupling being carefully regulated until the aerial

ammeter A indicates a maximum. The coil L of the wavemeter is then placed in

inductive relation to the earth lead. The capacity of the condenser C of the wavemeter
is then varied until the ammeter W reads a maximum.

If two positions of capacity on the condenser give maximum readings, it indicates

that the aerial circuit oscillates at two frccjuencics. If a single wave emission is

desired the coupling of the transformer L. LI. must be reduced until a single resonance

position on the condenser C, is obtained. This indicates that the aerial radiates a

single wave.
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Figure 164

OBJECT OF THE DIAGRAM
To show the fundamental connections of the apparatus for determining the logarith-

mic decrement of damping.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
The open and closed circuits or transmitters are indicated by the usual elements.
The coil L of the wavemeter L, C, is inductively coupled in the antenna circuit

at the single turn of wire LI. The circuit of the wave meter includes a small step-
down transformer and an P (current squared) instrument called a wattmeter.

OPERATION
The measurement of the decrement is based upon the following formula. It is a

derivation of the original Bjerknes formula:

C2+ C1
5i+52= X 3.1416

C2—Ci
Where C2= the capacity of the condenser C at values above resonance where the

reading of the wattmeter is one-half of that obtained at resonance.
Ci= the capacity of the condenser C at points below resonance where the reading

of the wattmeter is one-half of that obtained at resonance.
The value of the 82 is usually indicated on the scale of the decremeter, or in a

table supplied with the decremeter. If not, it can be obtained by the following
process:

With the wave rneter in the identical position as in the previous measurement, a
piece of resistance wire R is stretched between the two binding posts indicated in the
drawing. (A piece of No. 28 therlo wire approximately 15 inches in length will be
found satisfactory).
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With the pointer of the condenser set at resonance, the spark gap of the trans-

mitter is energized and resistance added at R until the reading of the wattmeter is

exactly one-half that obtained in the first measurement. The complete process of the

measurement of the decrement is gone through as in the first instance. The decrement
is then increased by an amount dependent upon the resistance of R. The following
formula is then applicable:

C + C
5i+S2+53= ^X 3.1416

V^4 Cg

Where ds = the added decrement due to the resistance R,
C4 = capacity of condenser C at a point above resonance vv^here the reading

of the wattmeter is one-half of that obtained at resonance;
Cs = the capacity of the condenser C at a point below resonance where the

reading of the wattmeter is one-half of that obtained at resonance.
The value of 5i+52 is now subtracted from Si+Sa+oa to obtain the value of 53.

Letting V stand for Si+Sa and V-1 for 81+82+63, it has been shown that

V-lXSs
62=

2V—V-1
If the value of 82 is now subtracted from 8i+ 8> the value of 81 is secured.

^cfzzer- Tester -^
Figure 165

OBJECT OF THE DIAGRAM
To show how the wavemeter can be employed to calibrate a receiving set.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
The antenna circuit of the receiving set is indicated by the aerial inductance L-3.

the primary winding of transformer L-2, the short wave variable condenser C and
the turn of wire L' for coupling the aerial circuit to the wavemeter coil L,

The secondary circuit is indicated by the secondary coil L*, the short wave
condenser C, the stopping condenser C, the crystal rectifier D, the potentiometer Pot,

the local battery Bat. and the head telephone.
The wave meter comprises the coil L and the variable condenser C. This circuit

is set Into oscillation at its own frequency by a buzzer and battery the circuit of which
is completed through the coil L.
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When the buzzer is set into vibration, the wave meter L, C oscillates at whatever

particular frequency it is adjusted to. The coil L acts inductively on the antenna

coil L', inducing therein a small E. M. F. The antenna circuit or receiving set is

then set into oscillation at this frequency, but the maximum response w-ill be obtained

in the head telephones when the antenna and detector circuits of the receiving set are

adjusted to exact resonance with the wave meter.

In this way a receiving operator can properly adjust his apparatus to any definite

wave length.

500 Duu 700

WAVE LENGTH IN METER5

Figure i66

—

Curves showing the increase of wave length in the open and closed circuits of a trans
mitting set occasioned by the increase of inductance in either circuit. Curve A shows the increase of
wave length in the antenna circuit by the addition of \2 turns of the secondary winding of a standard
oscillation transformer. Curve B indicates the increase of itavc length in the closed circuit by the addition

of Cl/j turns at the primary coil. This data is obtained by observing the readings of the wave meter in

inductive relation to either circuit as the inductance is increased. The open and closed circuits are gen-
erally uncoupled for this determination, the antenna circuit being set into excitation by a spark gap or by
a buzzer.
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Figure 167

—

Resonance curve of the radiated wave of a radio transmitter, which complies with the

U. S. regulations. The curve indicates that the antenna oscillates at two frequencies, one corresponding

to a wave length of 600 meters, and the other to a wave length of 526 meters. The amplitude of the

shorter wave is one-tenth of the longer wave and hence it meets the requirements of the U. S. Statute.

Modern transmitters are generally adjusted for a single wave emission.

October Features

An article describing the Harvard Radio School where

five thousand men are being prepared for the Navy.

An article describing Langmuir's method of constructing

gas-free electrodes for Vacuum Tubes and another article on

a method of preparing the Three -Electrode Vacuum Tube.

A novel Vapor Arc Generator for the production of

radio frequency currents is an additional feature.
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SIXTEENTH ARTICLE
{Copyright, 1918, Wireless Press, Inc.)

Signal Troops in the Field

N defining the exact duties of Signal Corps in the field it may be said that

it exists for the speedy dissemination of military information. It is the

nerve system of the army by which information is transmitted to the brain.

Unlike other branches of the service there are no fixed rules for its operation

which could be condensed into a tactical manual such as exists for other

fighting units.

An official bulletin from the office of the chief of staff, U. S. Army, deals

with conditions in field service by stating that the Signal Corps is specially

organized, trained, and equipped for the collection and transmission of military

information, and only the most general instructions should be given to officers

and men as to the manner of performing their duties. It is inadvisable,

especially in brief field orders, to attempt detailed instructions ; it will suffice

in such orders to state the commands to be joined, their location, and a broad
statement of the object desired. It is assumed that the signal officer, acting

under his general instructions and the orders of his immediate commander,
possesses the knowledge, the initiative, and the energy to meet conditions

as th y arise.

The signal officer at headquarters, in addition to caring for the technical

administration and supply of the signal troops, will keep himself informed
as to the location of commands, the time and character of projected move-
ments ; in short, regarding all actual and probable happenings, so that he
may make due provision in advance. He must arrange for the prompt trans-

mission of information received, and for the delivery of all messages. He
also makes certain that the military intelligence contained in messages to the

commanding general and chief of staff is properly recorded on the map or

otherwise graphically so as to be instantly available, and for this purpose

*The articles in this series are abstracted from the complete volume, "Military Signal Corps Manual,"
by the same author.

*
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should establish a central station at division headquarters, equipped to prop-

erly file all messages sent and received, in chronological order and by organ-

izations. This station should also be able to furnish at all times exact infor-

mation, as to signal stations and location of troops.

The commander, aided by his chief signal officer, must plan and direct,

but the signal officers and the men under thm must execute; on their energy

and ability will depend the value and success of the lines of information.

Establishing Lines of Information—The Division

Since the Signal Corps is considered as auxiliary troops attached to^ a

division it is best to define its field duties in this connection. While definite

rules cannot be laid down for the establishment of lines of information for a

division in the field, there are certain fundamental considerations or general

principles to be observed.

The division may be considered under three conditions : in camp, on the

march, and in contact w^ith the enemy.

When a division is to be assembled in a certain locality and camp estab-

lished, an officer is sent ahead to select sites for the encampment of the various

units of infantry, cavalry and artillery. Quartermaster officers locate their

depots and medical officers the field hospitals. It is then the duty of the signal

officer to proceed with the installation of lines of information.

A wireless, or radio set, of the cart or tractor type travels with division,

corps and army headquarters and is first put in commission. A central station

is next established at division headquarters and connected with the most con-

venient telegraph and telephone offices through which communication may
be established with commercial systems or the base.

The Signal Corps camp is then established with a depot for storing all

material needed for the service to be required. Corps or army headquarters
are connected by wire or radio, telephone lines carried to the chief quarter-

master and surgeon and the various hospitals, depots, and corrals.

The object to be attained is the connection of every important point with
division headquarters, to link the whole command together and connect with
the base by wire or radio. As the various units arrive at their camps, tele-

phone or buzzer lines are run from division central to brigade headquarters,
through regimental to battalion headquarters.

Between fixed stations within the limits of the divisional camp the tele-

phone is the ordinary means of communication, telegraph and radio being
reserved for more distant work. Telephone and telegraph lines are usually
carried by lances. In addition to the more permanent lines, temporary buzzer
or field wires are usually laid to changing positions, such as outlying observa-
tion points, to the outposts and to aero stations.

In camp there should be little difficulty in using fully the lines of informa-
tion, since the extent and direction of the system are known and the stations
are easily found. On the march, however, the lines of information become
fewer and the stations more difficult to reach. Some general considerations
may be noted.

A division on the march must at no time lose electrical connection with
its base, through the last station occupied, and for this purpose the pack radio
is especially useful. As the advance continues the commanding general
designates some position as his own during the day or night and lines ar^
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Sample of telephone dug-out in the front line trenches in which the Signal Corps men maintain
the lines of communication at all hazards

extended forward or communication is maintained by radio with this position,
it becoming, so far as the lines of information are concerned, the headquarters.

As radio stations, the buzzer, or field wire advance they should be fol-

lowed, if practical, by the telegraph train with the necessary material for a
lance line to replace the field or buzzer wire, which, if exposed, is liable to
injury from passing troops and transport. At times, with good roads and open
country the advance is so rapid where a lance line is being erected by trained
men, that little, if any, cable need be used on the march. Buzzer wire may
follow the general line of advance of the commander by extending from one
conspicuous station to another designated by him. The field line, or radio, is

used only for rapid work. Radio, when used on the march, is advanced by
the leap-frog method; that is, three sections are used, the rear station passing
the two preceding and thus constantly maintaining two stations in operation.

In the advance the units of a command should, so far as possible, be kept
in touch with each other; but,as these units frequently move by different
routes, and a's cross lines are impracticable except at halts, field or buzzer
wires must stretch from the last field station maintained at the rear to corps
headquarters, and to brigade and to important commands, as the ribs of a fan
expand; here, too, the radio must be used. If possible, wire communication
between the general and detached commands, or cavalry at the flanks, is also
maintained in this way, or communication established by means of visual
signaling or radio. Visual signaling may be used to advantage during halts
when wire lines can quickly be thrown out ; and radio, especially of the wheel
type, is particularly useful.

When the day's march is over and the division eats and rests, the work
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of the signal men begins anew. Radio stations must be established and buzzer

lines run from the advance guard, from the flank, from the corps headquarters,

and from the rear to division headquarters, and still others laid out as alread)^

described in a preceding paragraph.

When a retiring movement is begun the lines of information are as few

as possible and mainly used to connect the rear guard, probably by radio, with

the general commander. Provision is made, however, to recall the flanking

parties thrown out at intersecting roads when the rear of the marching

columns pass. It is well also to connect retreating columns moving by differ-

ent roads, and this can be done by wire and radio more readily than in the

advance, since lines extending to the front of the retreating force will not

ordinarily be in danger of interruption. In the retreat, therefore, central

stations may be thrown out far ahead and wires led back like the ribs of a

fan to the marching column, as in the advance, to be taken up as the

columns pass.

As the period of actual contact with the enemy approaches the most
serious of the problems of the lines of information arise. The general com-
manding must know the terrain and the best means of sending messages
across it; he must know the probability of success of the attempts of the

enemy to cut the wires, or "jam" a radio, and it is when difficulties arise that

every possible means of signaling that offers a chance of success is employed.

As the division approaches the enemy, the commander makes as certain

as possible that his lines of information with corps and army headquarters,

with supporting and reserve troops, and with the rear, are in order and when
actual contact comes, buzzer lines will be carried to brigades, to regiments,

and sometimes to the outposts. For the troops engaged, buzzer lines are

carried forward to the firing line, where trained observers with buzzers or

the field telephone are placed to send back important information for con-

trol of fire.

It may be practicable at the beginning of the action to maintain touch by
radio or even by wire between the smaller reserves, the supports, and the main
bodies, but the latter is doubtful, since a great multiplicity of wires on the

field of battle is hazardous.

When the division is actually engaged against the enemy the commander
extends his field or buzzer line to the positions occupied by the infantry and
artillery commands. Radio is in general depended upon to keep him in touch
with his cavalry. The artillery, in addition to its other lines of information,
establishes between batteries a system of fire control, the information being
transmitted from fixed stations, captive balloons or airplanes, by radio, field

telephone or buzzer, or by visual signals.

The radio is of greatest importance in the field and especially when used
at the larger headquarters. Together with the increasingly greater use of the

field telephone in directing the fire of heavy artiller}-, the large scope of the

tactical requirements in modern warfare has enormously increased the work
of the Signal Corps.

Communication problems are easier with the smaller bodies of troops,

but not less important. When operating in an enemy's country, especiallv

if the movements are connected with a boat expedition or with the navy,
somewhat less weight must ])v i^ivcn to wire communications, and more re-

liance be placed upon visual signaling and on the portable radio units. With
all such expeditions the field acetylene lantern is extremely useful, for its

range under favorable conditions is easily 20 miles, and it can be used by hand
from a boat if on cjuiet water.



Signal Corps News
Urgent calls have been issued by the Sig-

nal Corps of the army for twenty produc-

tion experts for important

Production Ex- war work. These places

perts Wanted are under the Civil Service,

and .command salaries

ranging from $2,400 to $3,600 a year. The
duties consist of supervising, distributing,

and expediting the manufacture and delivery

of materials and equipment.

Written examinations will not be re-

quired for these places, but they will be

filled under the Civil Service rules on a non-

competitive basis. The Signal Corps de-

sires applications from men who have a

general knowledge of production and man-
ufacturing problems, experience in prepar-

ing and maintaining charts and data of pro-

gress, and preferably a thorough knowledge
of the manufacture of radio, telephone, cr

telegraph material and equipment, with all

the tools and apparatus pertaining to such
equipment and its installation.

Applications will not be received from
employes of the Government or of firms or

corporations engaged in carrying out con-
tracts for the Government or its allies, un-
less accompanied by the written assent of

the head of the office by which the applicant
is employed. Application blanks and full

details may be obtained by applying to -the

Secretary, Second Civil Service District,

Room 319, Custom House, New York City.

Ct^ ^^ v^

The Public Relations Committee of the

War Department, Committee on Educa-
tion and Special Training,

Students' Army authorizes the following:

Training Corps A trained reserve Army
of 100,000 young men vol-

unteers between the ages of 18 and 21 years,

to be held in readiness by the universities

of the country, is expected as the result of tion Section, Signal Reserve Corps
the present "Keep-the-boy-in-college" cam

intensive military instruction during the

summer a student soldier will receive the

pay of a private.

The members of this student army will

hold themselves in readiness to respond at

once to a call for service from the Presi-

dent. The policy of the Government in

urging the "Keep-the-boy-in-college" cam-
paign is to prepare the Students' Army
Training Corps to meet future demands for
highly trained specialists and to furnish ma-
terial for officers' training camps.

«<5* «5* «!?•

The department of military aeronautics,
radio section, requires men with some me-

chanical training, and
An Opportunity for thoroughly grounded
Radio Mechanics in electrical work.

Men will be accepted
for this service in the army who are of draft
age, and in good physical condition. They
will be sent to a school for radio mechanics,
and afterwards will go overseas at the first

opportunity. There will be many oppor-
tunities for advancement, and the work is

most interesting. About 130 men are re-
quired at once, and it is desired to build up
a reserve force of several hundred men.

c^* ^w ^w

The following men have recently been com-
missioned :

Weston W. Goodnow, first lieutenant, Av-
iation Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

Wendell G. Greening, first lieutenant, Av-
iation Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

^
Edwyn Johnstone, first lieutenant, Avia-

tion Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

^
John W. Koontz, first lieutenant, Avia-

tion Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

Charles F. Moore, first lieutenant, Avia-

paign. This campaign is now being con-
ducted by the schools in co-operation with
the War Department.

This national organization is known as

the Students' Army Training Corps. It is

a recognized unit of the National Army.
The college student of the proper age and
physically fit is eligible for voluntary en-

listment. The student soldier will have the

status during the school year of a private
in the National Army on furlough without
pay. The Government provides uniforms

William H. Royle, first lieutenant. Avia-
tion Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

Harry A. Schlotzhauer, jr., first lieutenant.
Aviation Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

Robert S. Stewart, first lieutenant, Avia-
tion Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

Frank B. Tyndall. first lieutenant. Avia-
tion Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

Jess B. Wadsworth, first lieutenant, Avia-
tion Section, Signal Reserve Corps.

Frederick L. Walker, first lieutenant, Av-
Lnd equipment. During the six weeks of iation Section, Signal Reserve Corps,

1003
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(C) Comm. Pub. Info.

Men of the Signal Corps are here seen gelling ready for an ascension

in a giant observation balloon used b\) Uncle Sam's fighters in France. The

type shown is ffnown as a i^r/e balloon, a captive bag which will operate

safely under almost any i»ealher conditions. The lower bag which is sus-

pended from the main structure is the air rudder, the smaller one just above

il is the ballonet, an interior air bag open to the rush of the air. Stabilizing

baos arc attached to the main structure, which is inflated by hydrogen gas

before the ascent. The craft is anchored to the ground by cable and wind-

lass, located in friendly territory. These k^te balloons serve mainly as fire

control stations, but the observers assigned to them are accomplished look-

outs and scouts. Protection is afforded by friendly anti-aircrafl guns and

airplanes, which heal off all hostile attacl^s
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METEOROLOGY FOR THE AIRMAN

TN many ways the air is comparable to the sea ; in fact, in a large portion of

the study of the basic principles of aerodynamics the action of the sea is

used as an analogy. The professional pilot of water craft who lacks knowledge
of the ocean is unheard of; and so must it be with the military aviator's

knowledge of the air. Successful flying over long periods is largely due to an
aviator's understanding of the air and its vagaries; in fact, where this

knowledge does not exist, continued success is entirely a matter of luck.

Some grasp of the elementary principles of meteorology is therefore essential.

It may be gained by experience, but this method has more than once led to

fatal misconceptions. Theoretical instruction, through which ability is

acquired to apply the scientific laws of weather forecasting, is a safeguard well

worth the time spent in acquiring it.

The best weather for flying is obtainable on a calm, clear day, when
eddies or vertical currents are not likely to be encountered. A strong gale

is about the only condition that makes flight impossible to the modern air-

plane, although fog is a considerable handicap to military flying, by reason
of the poor chances for proper observation.

A ground haze, low lying clouds, and location of the sun dead ahead,
also impede useful military flight, as do detached clouds; but none of these
prevent the aviator going aloft. Air eddies and ascending or descending
currents, too, are seldom so violent that flying is seriously interfered with.
For students engaged in first flights, the early morning and evening are the
most suitable times, for it is then that the air is calmest. In the United States,
winds from the east and southeast carry with them less "bumps" and are
most favorable.

1005 i
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIR

COMPOSITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
Air is a gaseous body, which, like water, seeks the level where lowest

pressure exists. It is 1,600 times lighter than water, but it is at least 50

miles deep, and since one-half of its weight is below 3 miles altitude, its

weight or pressure at the earth is considerable. Its constituents are :
nitrogen,

70 per cent. ; hydrogen, 20 per cent. ; argon, 1 per cent.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
The weight of air on a given spot is atmospheric pressure. The longer

the column of air above the place, and the greater the density of the air, the

greater will be the pressure at the bottom of the column.

Pressure is variable, however. The temperature of the air usually decreases with

height at a rate of about one degree for every 300 feet. This rule is not an absolute one,

since temperature varies with locality and season of year, but is useful as a general guide.

Density of the air is affected by temperature, due to the expansion of heated air and

contraction of cold; density is also affected by pressure, for the higher the air column
the greater the air contained in a given space at the bottom.

Air at rest is given motion by change in temperature at the earth. For example,

heat from the sun's rays is not absorbed uniformly, bare earth heating more rapidly

than portions covered by trees and grass. Over the bare spot the heated column of air

will rise by expansion, and as it rises the pressure there will be diminished, whereupon
the cooler surrounding air will rush into the vacated space. As the operation is

repeated the air motion increases. Thus elevations and depressions are formed, or,

as they are termed in meteorology: HIGH PRESSURE AREAS and LOW PRES-
SURE AREAS.

*

MEASURE OF PRESSURE
The barometer is the instrument used to measure air pressure. It is measured by the

height, in inches, of a column of mercury necessary to balance it. At a fixed time each
day atmospheric pressures taken at various stations scattered over the country are tele-

graphed to the meteorological office and a weather map is made from those reports. Such
a map is illustrated in figure 82.

By joining places which register the same barometric pressure, lines are formed similar

to map contour lines and known as isobars.

PRESSURE AREAS
All places on any line (isobar) have the same atmospheric pressure; where little

difference of pressure exists at places close together, the isobars will be close together,
and vice versa. The air forced from high pressure to an area of lower pressure does not
follow a straight line, but takes a spiralling course in a direction more nearly parallel

to the isobars than at right angles. This is due to the irregularities of the earth's

surface and the revolution of the earth on its axis.

Pressure areas, which usually have a diameter of hundreds of miles, do not remain
in the same position, examination of U. S. weather maps for successive days showing that

they ordinarily move in a general easterly direction and occasionally north and south, but

westward only in hurricanes.

An unusually small pressure area indicates a cyclone area and sudden violent changes
in weather may be looked for. In a high pressure region, or anti-cyclone, the weather
to be expected and the indications are almost the reverse.

Since the winds flow spirally about the pressure areas, the isobars on the weather
map furnish the aviator information as to the general direction of the wind, knowledge
which is extremely valuable if a cross-country flight is contemplated.

CYCLONE (LOW PRESSURE AREA)
The winds blow anti-clockwise about the ccnUr of pressure (clockwise in the

southern hemisphere). The barometer falls with the approach of the cyclone, beginning
to rise again after the center of the area has passed. The front of the depressed area
usually holds rain or cloudiness, the rear cooler weather and clearing.

ANTI-CYCLONE (HIGH PRESSURE AREA)
An anti-cyclone has no general direction of motion, in fact it is frequently stationary

for days. The winds spiral clockwise from the center and are very light. Almost any type

of weatlier may he expected except heavy winds. Ordinarily, the weather is fine, but in

cold weatlur fog and low lying clouds are frequent, and rain occasional.
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Figure 82

—

Meteorological map showing atmospheric pressures

SECONDARY DEPRESSIONS
Irregularities in the form of indentations in the isobars frequently appear in a cyclone

area. These secondary formations may or may not be well defined ; if marked, the winds
may become very strong and the weather bad. In front of the secondary the weather is

similar to the cyclone, between the secondary and main depression the winds are light,

but very strong on the side furthest from the center of the cyclone.

THE WEDGE
When a series of cyclones pass across country in continuous succession, V-shaped

isobars appear between cyclones. These indicate fine clear weather, but of short dura-
tion, as another cyclone is approaching.

LINE SQUALLS
As the center of a cyclone passes line squalls often appear. They are usually very

narrow but often 500 miles in length, are very sudden and violent and, traveling approxim-
ately at a right angle to their length are very dangerous to airmen. The barometer shows a

small sudden rise, and a fall in temperature is noticeable; often heavy rain and hail set in,

and, occasionally, thunder. These squalls seldom give any warning and are therefore

particularly dangerous.

BEAUFORT SCALE
Wind strength is generally expressed as velocity in miles per hour. For convenience

winds are divided into 12 groups or classifications, a system known as the Beaufort scale.

BEAUFORT SCALE

Division
Number

Nautical
m. p. h.

Description
of Wind

Division
Number

Nautical
m. p. h.

Description
of Wind

I

2

3

4
5

6

Less than i

I— 3
4— 6
7—ID

II—16
17

—

21
22—27

Calm
Light air
Slight breezes
Gentle breezes
Moderate breezes
Fresh breezes
Strong breezes

7
8
9
10
II

12

28—33
34—40
41—47
48—55
56—65
Above 65

High wind
Gaes
Stron? gales
Whole gale
Storm
Hurricane
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WIND CONDITIONS WHICH AFFECT AVIATION
WIND

The aviator does not need to study the cause of wind, but he should
know something of its distribution. Wind is stronger by day than by night at
the earth's surface; its average velocity in the United States is 11 miles per
hour, normally increasing with altitude up to 1,000 feet, above which height it

"veers," or goes round in a clockwise direction.

The following scale is useful for calculating wind problems

:

At 1,000 feet wind velocity increases 1^ times, with 10 degree veering
At 2,000 feet velocity doubles and wind veering is 15 degrees
At 3,000 feet or over there is practically no velocity increase and veering is constant at 20

degrees. ,

AERIAL FOUNTAIN
A rising current of atmosphere encountered over barren land and conical hills in warm

weather, the air column^ rising because it is heated beyond the temperature of the surround-
ing air. These fountains are not ordinarily dangerous but the rate of ascent has been
known to reach a velocity of 25 feet per second. The airplane will rise involuntarily if

caught squarely by one_ of these columns, dropping as it emerges. Wing tips will be tilted
if the aerial fountain is grazed. See Figure 83.

AERIAL CATARACT
Descending cold air causes a current which takes two forms (a) the reverse of the

aerial fountain with opposite efifect on airplanes, and dangerous only in thunder storms

;

(b) surface cataracts developed by steep barren slopes of earth. The action of the surface
cataract is shown in Figure 84. Landing should never be attempted in a surface cataract.

AERIAL CASCADE
The bounding air at the bottom of a steep fall over an earth contour is similar to the

result with a water cascade. Eddies of a treacherous character are set up, and counter
currents, above which the aviator must remain for safety.

AERIAL BREAKERS
Strong cross currents form choppy winds with action similar to ocean breakers. These

are generally heralded by corrugated clouds and are to be noted as difficult of navigation by
air pilots.

VERTICAL WIND EDDIES
Below the crest of hills wind eddies form, which describe circles in the vertical plane.

See Figure 85. Should the aviator be caught in the pocket under a hill the airplane should
be headed in and a landing made parallel to the side of the hill.

WIND LAYERS
Wind will very often be found blowing in dififerent directions and velocities at different

heights. Although horizontal, passing from one layer to another of different speed and
different direction momentarily changes the bouyancy of the airplane, causing the machine
to rise or fall. Turbulent motion and a few bumps will only be experienced, and wind
layers are therefore not ordinarily dangerous.

WIND BILLOWS
These are horizontal billows similar to ocean waves and occur at the surface between

wind layers ; rough going, not necessarily dangerous, results.

WIND GUSTS AND EDDIES
These are generally known in aviation parlance as "bumps." Obstacles in the path

of moving air at the surface cause them. They are strongest on the leeward side of hills,

buildings, or other elevations, and most noticeable in a strong wind. Figure 86 illustrates

the action of the air. If landing is forced, the aviator should select the windward side

of the obstruction or a point well away to leeward.

AERIAL TORRENTS ^
,, .;

The aerial torrent is caused by air colder than the surrounding air pouring downward.
Great velocity is attained on surface slopes or open valleys. The effect on the airplane is

exactly opposite that of the aerial fountain illustrated in Figue 83.
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Figure 87

—

Cirrus (Mare's Tails), alti-

tude 30,000 feet or more. Predict wind
and cyclonic depression

Figure 90

—

Nimbus (rain cloud), alti-

tu le 300 to 6,500 feet. Steady rain or

snow usually falls

Figure 88

—

Alto-Cumulus; altitude 10,-

000 to 23,000 feet. Indicate strong cross

currents of air

Figure 91

—

Cumulus (woolpack clouds),

altitude 4,500 to 6,000 feet. Cause violent

disturbances to the airplane

Figure 89 — Strato-Cumulus: altitude

6,500 feet, predict a change in weather
Figure 92 — i'u)nulo-Ninihus (thunder
cloud), altitude 4.000 to 26.000 feet. Dan-
gerous to aviators because of strong cur-

rents and electric effects
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CLOUDS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

CLOUDS

Clouds are formed, (a) by condensation when an ascending mass of

moist air encounters another moist mass of different temperature; (b) by
cooling, when an ascending column of vapor, mixed with particles of dust,

condenses. Types of clouds and their direction indicate the weather to the
observing aviator. Clouds are either in the form of sheets or heaps, and may
be so studied.

CLASSIFICATION OF CLOUDS

Cirrus— (Mare's Tails.) Light wisps of whitish cloud, of fibrous appearance with
no shadows. These clouds are the highest in the international classification, commonly
appearing at an altitude of 30.000 feet or more. They predict wind and a cyclonic depres-
sion. Illustrated in Figure 87.

Cirro-Stratus—A thin sheet of tangled web structure, whitish, and sometimes
covering the sky completely, giving it a milky appearance. This cloud often creates sun
and moon halos. Its average height is 29,500 feet. Forecasts bad weather.

Cirro-Cumulus—(Mackerel Skv.) Small globular masses or white flakes without
shadows, or showing very light shadows, arranged in groups and often in lines. Average
height between 10,000 and 23,000 feet. Denotes fine weather.

Alto-Stratus—A thick sheet of gray or bluish color, sometimes forming a compact
mass of dark gray color and fibrous structure. Often causes brilliant caronae when
near sun or moon. Average height 10,000 to 23,000 feet.

Alto-Cumulus—Large globular masses, white or grayish, partially shaded, arranged
in groups or lines, and often so closely packed that their edges appear confused. Illustrated

in Figure 88. This cloud formation is somewhat similar to the mackerel sky (cirro-cumulus) ;

it has the same elevation, 10,000 to 23,000 feet. The cross lines indicate strong cross

currents of air.

Strato-Cumulus—Large globular masses or rolls of dark clouds, frequently covering
the whole sky, especially in winter. Altitude 6,500 feet. Illustrated in Figure 89. Predict

a change in weather.

Nim.bus—A thick layer of dark clouds without shape and with ragged edges from
which steady rain or snow usually falls. Shown in Figure 90. Through the openings an
upper layer of cirro-stratus or alto-stratus is almost invariably seen. Low elevation, 300
to 6,500 feet.

Cumulus—("Woolpack Clouds.) Thick clouds of which the upner surfaces a-e
dome-shaped with protuberances: base horizontal. Illustrated in Figure 91. They indicate

the aerial fountain and are low flying, 4.500 to 6.000 feet. Violent disturbances to the air-

plane will be experienced when passing through them, or passing above or below.

Cumulo-Nimbus—(Thunder Cloud.) Heavy masses of cloud rising in the form of

mountains or turrets or anvils, generally surmounted by a sheet or screen of fibrous ap-

pearance (false cirrus) and having at its base a mass similar to nimbus (rain cloud).

Illustrated in Figure 92. Apex 10,000 to 26,000 feet; base, 4,000 feet. Dangerous to avi-

ators, because of strong currents and electric effects.

Stratus—A uniform layer of cloud which resembles fog but does not rest on the

ground. It usually is stationary or drifting, slowly at altitudes of 100 feet to 3,500 feet.

GENERAL OBSERVATION

Aviators may gain valuable knowledge of existing wind currents by
observation of clouds. The general rule is that unbroken clouds indicate

smooth, even air flow, broken formations the presence of air currents. The
behavior of these currents may be anticipated by applying the above class-

ification to the clouds in evidence.
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yr'^-"**V.
'— '^''.

^^^.^Mr .-"f ~

British Official.

Alibough practically every personal narrative of aviators returned from
France contains references of thrilling escapes from anti-aircraft guns, little

is ^nojun of these tveapons or their employment. Anti-aircraft guns are either

of high power on fixed mounts, or light guns on movable mounts, such as is

illustrated above in a photo from France. The heavy guns are usually

set in concrete emplacements but the lighter ones are used with mobile forces

and therefore designed to be moved as required. They are usually one or

two-pounders, rapid fire and mounted on specially designed motor trucks.

In a few instances heavy 6-pounders are employed ; these are allotted to

army corps and general headquarters, whereas the lighter pieces are gen-

erally assigned to brigades and divisions in the field. Explosive and special

incendiary, combination time and percussion shells are used. The guns are

generally arranged in triangular or square groups of three or four
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Aviation News
The Aircraft, Board has issued the fol-

lowing statement:

—

The arrival in England is announced of

delegates from all the allied

Inter-Allied countries for conference on
Conference international standards, at

on Standards which a standardization of

manufacturing materials as

related to the production of machinery,
motors, aircraft, etc., will be considered.

The American delegation, headed by F. G.

Diffen for the Aircraft Board, includes

members from all the prominent engineer-

ing societies of the country—the Society of

Automotive Engineers, the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers, the Amer-
ican Society of Testing Materials, etc.

There are also members from the Aircraft

Board, the Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, the Signal Corps, the Navy, and
the original International Aircraft Stan-
dards Board, from which this conference
is an outgrowth.
The purpose of this inter-allied meeting,

which is the result of the efforts of Mr.
Diffen, is to enable better industrial service

to be given with less man-hour effort,

through relieving plants from carrying in

stock unstandard materials, for which there

is small call, and concentrating on ma-
terials of known performance for the same
work.

No attempt will be made by the confer-

ence to standardize airplane construction,

but rather those materials and units only
which are at present causing confusion in

purchase and delivery and for which suit-

able standards can be established.

The following is the list of the American
members:—F. G. Diffen (Chairman), Dr.
W. F. Durand, Lieut. Commander Benja-
min Briscoe, Lieut. W. F. Prentice, Coker
Clarkson, E. H. Ehrman, Charles M. Man-
ley, James Hartness, Albert L. Colby, F. G.
Ericson, Capt. A. B. Tilt, F. R. Baxter.

^^ t^V <(^

Summer and winter flight uniforms only

will be required of officers of the Naval Re-
serve Flying Corps, but they may provide

themselves with Navy service uniform as

prescribed for Naval Reserve officers, if they

so desire, to be worn when not on duty

specified below. Summer or winter flight uni-

forms will be worn by all officers on aviation

duty attached to naval air stations and naval

aviation detachments, ashore and may be

worn on duty in connection with inspection

or tests of aircraft and their material, and on

such other occasions as may be prescribed by

competent authority.

A seaplane which folds its wings while ashore
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Progress of Wireless Telephony*
By Elmer E. Bucher

Director of Instruction, Marconi Institute

(Continued from July Wireless Age)

Espenchied's Duplex Wireless Telephone System

A MONG the attempts that have been made to secure simultaneous transmission

and reception in wireless telephony, the system evolved by Lloyd Espenschied

is of interest. A problem of considerable magnitude is encountered in duplex

transmitting and receiving systems because of the large amounts of power used
for transmitting compared to that flowing in the receiving systems, the ratio being

approximately one million to one. This inventor believes he has solved the prob-

lem through the use of specially devised balancing out circuits.

Figure 11

—

Espenschied's system for simultaneous transmission and reception in wireless

telephony

The embodiments of Espenschied's system are shown in the diagram of

figure 11, additional circuits being shown in figures 12, 13, and 14. In the systems

shown in these diagrams the inventor secures duplex operation by employing

different carrier frequencies for transmission and reception. Through the selec-

tivity thus afforded and by the aid of additional balancing out circuits, either the

same aerial or two different aerials may be employed for simultaneous trans-

mission and reception.

In brief, the antenna system shown in figure 11, comprises two parallel

branches B and C which gives the complete system two natural frequencies of

oscillation. Branch B is coupled to a continuous wave generator A-l, and branch

C is coupled to a valve amplifying system including the tubes V-1 and V-2. The
speech signals are translated through the medium of the telephone T connected

in the output circuit of the tube V-2.

Keeping in mind the enormous volume of energy flowing in the transmitting

branch compared to that in the receiving branch, it is clear that some means of

balancing out the effect of branch B upon branch C must be employed. This is

•Abstracted from "Vacunim Tubes in Wireless Coininuiiication.''
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accomplished by the balancing out circuit S, C-l, C-2, P-1. 5' is coupled to the

radio frequency generator A-l and to the input side of the three-electrode valve

at P-1, S-1. By proper adjustment of the phase relation of the balancing out cur-

rent and the current of similar frequency induced in the receiving system, com-
plete annulment is secured in branch C. It must be remembered that the fre-

quency of the balancing out circuit is that of the transmitter. Hence, only cur-

rents of this frequency are suppressed in the receiving system, leaving it free to

receive waves at a frequency differing from that of the radio frequency alter-

nator A-l. Careful adjustments of the couplings P, S, and P-1, S-1, are essential

for successful operation.

The correct phase relation between the balancing currents is obtained by

proper adjustment of capacity of the condensers C-l and C-2.

The circuit shown in figure 12 is in all respects similar to figure 11 with the

exception that the balancing out circuit includes a vacuum tube V-3 which ampli-

Figure 12

—

Modified system evolved by Espenschied for simultaneous transmission and recep-

tion of wireless telephonic signals. The interfering currents in the receiving system are

balanced out by a special circuit P, C-l, P-1, C-2

fies the effect of generator A-l. Better balance of the opposing E.M.F.'s is thus

secured.

It is thus seen that in a general way the circuits of figures 11 and 12 simulate

the circuits of wire telephony, the apparatus always being in a position to trans-

mit and receive.

A system involving the use of separate aerials for transmission and reception

of speech signals disclosed by Espenschied is shown in figure 13. The aerial of

the transmitter is indicated at W, and of the receiving station at W-1. The
source of radio frequency for the carrier wave is shown at A-l, the output of

which is amplified by means of the three-electrode vacuum tubes V-1 and V-2,

the output current of the latter tube being fed to the aerial W at the coupling P, S.

The receiving system embraces the coupling transformer P-1, S-1, the in-

coming signal being amplified by the three-electrode tube F-3 and detected by

the tube F-4. The output circuit of F-4 includes the receiving telephone T.

Through the transformer M and the microphone T-l, currents of vocal fre-

quency are impressed upon the circuit X which also is inductively coupled at M-1
to the alternator A-l. The output of the alternator is modulated at vocal fre-

quency by T-l. The circuit X is coupled to antenna W at M-3 through which

high frequency current is withdrawn from the antenna circuit to balance out

currents of similar frequency in the receiving system. Circuit X is coupled to
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F-3 at M-2. This circuit thus serves to impress currents of speech frequency upon

the alternator A-\ and to deliver a certain amount of radio frequency to the input

circuit of the tube F-3 to balance out such energy as may be induced in the aerial

W-\ by W. The correct phase relation of the opposing radio frequency currents

is obtained by careful adjustment of condensers C-1 and C-2.

In respect to the reception of signals, it is seen that antenna W-l is strongly

responsive while antenna W is weakly responsive to the distant transmitter owing

to the difference of frequency.

Summarizing the actions of the apparatus disclosed in figure 13, currents

of radio frequency generated by the radio frequency alternator A-\ are amplified

by a battery of vacuum valve tubes the output circuits of which are inductively

coupled to the antenna. Circuit X serves to conduct radio frequency current

Figure 13

—

Espenschied's system for simultaneous transmission and reception in wireless

telephony from two aerials

from the transmitter for balancing out the effects of the transmitter upon the

receiving system. It acts also as a carrier of the vocal currents generated by

the microphone T-1.

The system shown in figure 14 fundamentally is similar to that of figure 13.

The output of the radio frequency alternator A-\ is amplified by the bulb V-\,

the carrier wave being modulated at a radio frequency by the microphone T-1

through the coupling M. The output circuit of V-l is coupled to the input circuit

of the valve V-2, the output circuit of which is inductively coupled to the antenna

through the transformer P, S. A balancing out circuit shunted across circuit X
including the condenser C-1 and the coupling M-2 serves to impress a modulated

radio frequency wave on the input circuit of the receiving system V-3, V-4, T,

and thus currents of the transmitter frequency which may be induced in the an-

tenna W-\ are balanced out leaving the receiving system free to respond to waves
of a frequency differing from that employed in the antenna system W. Correct

phase relation of the opposing currents is obtained by means of the condenses C-1.

Englund's Duplex Radio Telephone and Radio Telegraph System

We have remarked in the previous article how a vocal wave or current of

speech frequency impressed upon a radio frequency or carrier wave sets up

three complex waves of frequency F -\-f, F, and F— /, in which F is the fre-

quency of the carrier wave and / the vocal wave impressed upon the carrier wave
by the human voice thr ugh a microphone. Because the wave frequency F does
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not contain the signal frequency, /, it represents a waste of power in the antenna

system. Means were shown whereby the current of frequency F could be practi-

cally eliminated at the transmitter but be supplied at the receiver by a local gen-

erator.

Englund has recently disclosed a novel system which not only embodies the

foregoing principle, but in which the frequency F is employed for telegraphic

signaling. That is, the antenna is used for simultaneous radiation of telephonic

and telegraphic messages.

An important feature of the system is the fact that telegraphic and tele-

phonic signals may be dispatched simultaneously at the same wave length from

one aerial and may be received upon one aerial at the receiving station. The
transmitting circuits of this system are shown in figure 15 and the receiving cir-

Figure lA—Espenschied's modified system for simultaneous telephonic transmission and
reception from two wireless telegraph aerials

cuits in figure 16. Beginning at the left-hand side of the drawing of figure 15,'

a radio frequency alternator A is coupled to the input circuit B of a modulator

bulb. Coupled to the same input circuit is a microphone circuit C including the

microphone T, the battery B-2>, and the transformer M-2.

The output circuit of the modulator bulb contains two branch circuits B-\

and B-2. The branch B-l comprising the inductance and the condenser serves as

a short circuit to current of the frequency of the generator A. The parallel cir-

cuits of branch B-2 are tuned to offer a practically infinite impedance to currents

of the generator frequency and a low impedance to currents whose frequencies

diflFer therefrom by a vocal frequency.

Through the transformer M, currents of vocal frequency are impressed upon

the input circuit F of the amplifying bulbs F-1, the output circuit G being again

coupled to a battery of power bulbs V-2. The output circuits of the latter are in-

ductively coupled to the antenna at M-\. So fa/ the circuit does not differ ma-

terially from that descril ed in the July issue, and as already explamed, the antenna

only radiates when the transmitter T is actuated.

It is to be noted, however, that through the transformer M-2, and the tele-

graph key K-\, currents of the frequency of the generator can be impressed upon

the input circuit F of the amplifying bulbs V-l. Therefore, during the moment
that the key K-\ is closed, the antenna will radiate at the frequency of the alter-
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nator F. The wave motion can be detected at the receiving station by a receiver

tuned to that frequency. Thus, the current of the carrier vi^ave is superposed

upon the modulated current induced in the antenna circuit by the microphone.

Telegraphic and telephonic signaling may then be carried on simultaneously.

Figure 15

—

Englund's system for simultaneous transmission of radiotelegraphic and radio-

telephonic signals

During the time that the key K-1 is closed, the speech distortion ordinarily caused

by the presence of the frequency F in the antenna circuit in wireless telephony,

is experienced, but at all other times the frequency of the carrier wave F is

eliminated. However, it does not interfere seriously with the signals of speech

or vocal frequency.

To avoid short-circuiting the amplifiers V-l, a resistance R is placed in series

with the key circuit.

The circuits of the receiving system whereby telegraphic and telephonic sig-

nals may be recorded at the wave length simultaneously is shown in figure 16.

The carrier frequency F which has been eliminated at the transmitting sta-

Pigure 16

—

Receiving apparatus in Englund's duplex syston. This systrvj icill receive tele-

graphic and telephonic signals simultaneously

, tion for wireless telephony, is supplied by a local generator A-2 which is coupled

to the input side of a three-electrode valve V-?>, the output circuit of which is

connected to a tclcphono receiver T.

The secondary of tlic receiving transformer il/-3 is shunted by an inductance
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L-1 and a condenser C-l, the circuit further containing the inductances L-2, L-3

and the condensers C-2 and C-3. This circuit will be found similar to B-l, B-2
of figure 15, performing similar functions. It is also to be noted that the input

side of a vacuum tube V-4 is inductively coupled to L-1 by transformer MA. It

is in this circuit that the telegraphic signals are detected.

Keeping in mind the functions of the branch circuits B-l and B-2, in the

transmitter, the function of those of the receiver will be readily understood. Thus,

oscillations of the carrier frequency will be shunted through L-1, C-l. Through
the coupling M-4 they are impressed upon the input circuit of the tube V-4 and
detected in t;he telephone T-2. Currents of the carrier frequency cannot appear in

the transformer M-5 which serves to couple the antenna system to the input cir-

cuit of the valve F-3, but currents of vocal frequency are readily transformed

through MS because of its tuning and thus are detected in the telephone 7'--l.

In summary, the telegraph signals are detected in telephone T-2 and tele-

Figure 17

—

System proposed by Englund for the elimination of the carrier frequency; with
the apparatus connected in this way the antenna radiates only when modulated currents of

vocal frequency are generated

phonic signals in L-l. The alternator A-2 supplies the carrier frequency F which
has been eliminated in the telephone transmitter circuits.

Englund has disclosed another system for elimination of the carrier frequency

at the transmitting station in wireless telephony, it being a modification of the cir-

cuits disclosed in the July article. The complete circuits are shown in figure 17.

As usual, the radio frequency carrier wave is generated by the source A-\, which

is inductively coupled to the input side of the three-electrode tube F-1, the same
circuit being coupled at M-\ to the transmitter circuit including the microphone
T, and the battery B. The output circuit of F-1 is inductively coupled through

M-2 to the input circuit of the power bulbs V-2. The output circuit of the latter

is, in turn, inductively coupled to the antenna circuit as u^^ual at M-4.
Up to this point, if the transmitter T be spoken into, the antenna would

radiate at three frequencies, that is the carrier frequency would not be eliminated.

A special balancing-out circuit, however, is provided, which is connected to the

alternator A-\ in the following way: The input side of a vacuum tube F-3 is

coupled to the alternator through the auto-transformer M-3. The output circuit

of F-3 is connected to a phase-regulating device P, consisting of inductances,

capacity and resistance, as shown. This circuit is in turn tapped across the secon-

dary winding of the transformer M-2 so that currents of the carrier frequency F
which may be induced in the circuits of M-2 are balanced out by opposite phase

regulation. The antenna then radiates only during the production of the wave
of vocal frequency.





A Digest of Electrical Progress
Enormous Growth in Sale of Tungsten Lamps—Protection

of Battery Charging Circuits—New Research Laboratory in

Japan—Electric Welding in the Building of Ships—New
Swedish Radio Station—An Early Phonograph Concert

—

Recognition to Dr. A. E. Kennelly—Belated Recognition of

Oliver Heaviside—Carty Receives the Edison Medal.

Enormous Growth in Sale of Tungsten Lamps

TT is reported that the total sales of tungsten filament lamps in the United
States excluding miniature lamps, for the year 1917, totaled 165,000,000,

an increase over the previous year of 14 per cent. It is also declared that
more than 75,000,000 miniature lamps were sold during this period. The
majority of these are used for flashlights and automobiles, but a considerable
number are also employed for candelabra and decorative lighting. The total

sales of carbon filament and tungsten filament lamps totaled about 12 per cent
out of 100 per cent.

Protection of Battery Charging Circuits

npHE importance of including a reverse current circuit breaker in the circuit of

a charging generator is shown by the incident described by E. C. Parham in a
recent issue of the Electrical World. He remarks

:

LOAD SWITCH
OF GENERATOR

SERIES FIELD

SHUNT FIELD
BATTERY

ARMATURE SHUNT FIELD
RHEOSTAT

Connections of motor-generator circuit

A motor-generator set after being connected to some batteries all night

appeared to be unable to charge the batteries. The set was found to be run-
ning at a reduced speed with circuit breaker open. The accompanying dia-

gram indicates the connections.

The set was shut down by pulling the knife switch and the generator
was carefully inspected. The series field coil interconnections were of the
clamp type and the clamp of the two bottom coils had worked off, thereby
opening the series winding and making it necessary for the series-field shunt
to carry the total current. Had there been no series-field shunt the loosening
of the clamp would have opened the circuit between the generator and the
battery and there could have been no motoring action.

As it was, however, the cutting out of the series winding lowered the
voltage of the generator to a value that was below that of the battery and the

1021
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shunt held intact the circuit that was necessary for the motoring. Up to the

time of the opening of the motor breaker the driving motor and the battery

had been operating the set in the same direction.

New Research Laboratory in Japan

A NEW physics and chemistry research laboratory has been recently organized

in Japan. It is a semi-governmental institution, part of the foundation being

furnished by the Government and the rest by private subscribers.

Several young scientists have been nominated as members of the staff, and
some of them are at present in the United States studying laboratory methods.

The noted physicist. Dr. Nagaoka, is the head of the physics department, and
Dr. Ikeda is the head of the chemistry department. The object of this institution

is to conduct original investigations in physics and chemistry and to apply the

results for the promotion of industry. To accomplish these objects and to make
the institution closely related to outsiders, the articles of incorporation contain

the following provisions: (1) Private parties may apply for research to be done
on specific subjects; (2) Outsiders may obtain permission to utilize the equip-

ment of the institution; (3) Outside investigators may obtain assistance for com-
pleting their investigations or inventions; (4) The institution will publish the

results of researches conducted in it; (5) The institution will provide public lec-

tures for the dissemination of the results of its research ; (6) The institution may
confer honorary degrees upon those who have accomplished original research of

merit; (7) The institution will conduct correspondence with other similar institu-

tions of the world and co-operate with them; (8) The institute will undertake
training of research men.

Electric Welding in the Building of Ships

pROFESSOR Comfort A. Adams, chairman of the standards committee of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, has appointed a special committee
to investigate the possibilities of electric welding in ship building. This commit-
tee includes representatives from the manufacturers of welding machinery, the

classification societies (Lloyd's and the American Bureau of Shipbuilding), the

Bureau of Standards, the Navy Department and shipbuilders. As a result of their

investigations, the members of the committee became convinced that time and
material could be saved by the introduction of electric welding methods. The
committee was re-organized and assigned a definite work by the Emergency Fleet
Corporation. An office has been established in room 716, Engineering Societies
Building, New York City.

The Emergency Fleet Corporation has authorized the construction of a
50-ft. fl5.2-m.) section of a 9,600-ton standard ship at the yards of the Federal
Shipbuilding Company, Newark, for the demonstration, development, and appli-
cation of electric welding to an actual ship structure. The construction of this
50-ft. section will be under the direction of Arthur J. Alason, of the Fleet Cor-
])oration, who has been active in advancing the use of electric welding for ship
building. The particular ship section is to be sealed up at the ends, filled with
water, and tested by hydrostatic pressure. Both spark and arc welding are to be
employed. The foundation for this structure is already complete, and the work
will be pushed as rapidly as possible.

Large stationary and portable spot welders are being designed for this work,
and various arc-welding systems are being studied. An installation will be made
in the Hog Island yard at Philadelphia.

The committee is responsible to Daniel 1 1. Cox. manager of steel ship construc-
tion of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, who is lending every possible aid to its

work.
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All available information as to apparatus, tests and applications is being col-

lected. This information, together with that already in hand, will be classified

and sent out to all steel shipbuilders and to others interested.

New Swedish Radio Station

'INHERE has been completed at Karlsborg, Sweden, a wireless station for which
is claimed ability to send messages over a distance of 3,150 miles. The masts

for the support of the antenna are 684 feet in height, but weigh only 25 tons each.
They are insulated at four different places from base to top and are erected with
the bases embedded in black granite blocks, impregnated with paraffin. The an-
tenna is 1,476 feet in length, consisting of sixty phosphor-bronze wires hung
from steel tubes. The capacity of the station is increased by covering the terri-

tory between the masts with a phosphor-bronze wire netting.

An Early Phonograph Concert

p^ P. GALLIGHER tells, in the Telegraph and Telephone Age, that he first

heard phonograph signals in the year 1887 while he was working as night

operator at Corry, Pa. It was in the autumn, and he was busy in the telegraph
office and a train pulled into the station ; a stranger, a young man of perhaps
twenty-six or twenty-seven years of age, of slight build, and quiet, studious man-
ner, came into the office. He stated that he was an operator, explaining that he
came from Bufi^alo to see what arrangements could be made for connections
through the board on a certain evening on which he was to give a concert in Buf-
falo, his audience being in Cleveland. The writer remarks

:

"The big, button switchboard, three feet square, was at that time more
or less a mystery to me. He seemed to be familiar with its operation, how-
ever, and explained what it was he wanted done on the evening of the con-
cert. I did not care to take the responsibility, as I might be too busy, and
told him to watch out for *MS' calls and I would go after Will Fox, the day
man. Mr. Fox agreed to be on hand the night of the concert and look out
for the wires.

"Before leaving, Thomas A. Edison, for he was the stranger, told me to

hold my ear down to the magnet of the relay on the night of the concert and
I could hear the music. I did so. I could hear the cornet solo very distinctly,

but the singing and the orchestra were only a humming sound."
It is interesting to note that the phonograph signals were recorded by the

vibrations of an armature relay and not by the familiar telephone receiver. Its

vibration was, of course, too crude to record the variations of orchestral music.

Recognition to Dr. A. E. Kennelly

TN addition to the honors which Dr. A. E. Kennelly has received here and
abroad for his research work along various electrical lines, he has recently

been awarded the Howard N. Potts gold medal by the Franklin Institute, for
his invention of the hot wire ammeter and his application of this 'device
to the measurement of convection from small heated wires. Dr. Kennelly at
present is acting head of the electrical engineering department of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. He is well known to radio engineers for
his contributions to the Proceedings of the Institute.

Belated Recognition of Oliver Heaviside

npHE Board of Directors of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
has elected Oliver Heaviside an honorary member. The recipients of this

honor are few in number, comprising Andre Blondel, S.Z. de Ferranti, C. E. L.

Brown, and Guglielmo Marconi.
Heaviside is universally recognized as a powerful electrical physicist

whose brilliant work on electromagnetic theory laid the foundation upon
which the great superstructure of long distance telephony has been reared.
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It should be remembered that as early as 1887 he demonstrated theoretically

and urged the use of inductance in telephone circuits ; but so little was the

value of his suggestion recognized that Sir William Preece suggested for a

tranij-Atlantic telephone cable a cable of special construction in which the

electrostatic capacity was increased.

Regardless of the ignorance and prejudice with which he was required to

cope, in developing his theories, he continued in his experimental work, and
in a series of articles published in the London Electrician in 1893, he sug-

gested having "large distributed inductance together with inductance in

isolated lumps. This means the insertion of inductance coils at intervals

in the main circuit."

Dr. J. J. Carty, of the American Telegraph and Telephone Company,
demonstrated the truth of Heaviside's scientific reasoning fully twenty years
after the introduction of Heaviside's theories.

Commenting on the latter's accomplishments the Electrical World says
editorially:

5jot alone, however great this work has been, can it be viewed
as Heaviside's life work. Besides numerous contributions to the
science of mathematics of utmost and revolutionary importance,
there are the Heaviside units,- called the "rational" units ; there is

the "rational" current element used throughout his work by Sir

Joseph Thomson; there are the fundamental equations of the mo-
tion of an electrically charged body, with all the ramifications of

mathematical and scientific work, which has culminated in the theory
of the electron, and inseparably connected with Heaviside's name
is the "distortionless circuit" and its beautiful theory. A busy age
may plead preoccupation in extension of its failure to give earlier

ofificial recognition. So many are the subjects touched upon in

Heaviside's writings, so absorbing and stimulative are these contri-

butions to electrical science, that they have been an inexhaustible

source from which lesser men have drawn material for interesting

and instructive papers. The theory of the distortionless circuit, the

building up of the steady state from a conception of direct and
reflected waves, the use of operators—all these are but a few of the

contributions made more than a quarter of a century ago, and they

are cited at random from the wealth of Heaviside's papers. May
this recognition of one of the greatest mathematical physicists the

world has ever known convey to" Great Britain and her men of

science another message from America that in realization of each

other's strength must lie the basis of their enduring greatness and
invincibility.

Carty Receives the Edison Medal

HE Edison Medal for "meritorious achievement in electrical science or

electrical engineering or the electrical arts" was established upon the

initiation of a group of friends and associates of Thomas A. Edison, for the

purpose of recounting and celebrating the achievements of a quarter of a

century in the art of electric lighting. It was decided that the most effective

means of accomplishing this object would be to establish a gold medal which
during the centuries to come should serve as an honorable incentive to

scientists, engineers, and artisans who achieve a high standard of accomplish-

ment. This medal was presented to Colonel Carty at the annual meeting of

the Institute to be held in the auditorium of the Engineering Societies

Building. The meeting was presided over by President E. W. Rice, Jr. An
address was given by Dr. A. E. Kennelly. Another address given by Michael

T. Pupin gave the history of Colonel Carty's work in regard to telephone

engineering. The medal was presented to Colonel Carty b^ President

E.W. Rice, Jr.

T
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Press 111. Svce.

The construction of a gun emplacement for light pieces is revealed in

detail in this trench view of a well defended position. Atop the sand hags

to the left is the hell which is. rung to warn of an enem\f advance. These

bells were formerly used h^ the allies to sound the "gas alert"' but have

since been replaced fc}; Strombos horns, which can he distinctly) heard above

the roar and rattle of gun fire



Navigation News
The Shipping Board authorizes the fol- may be placed before the War Industries

lowing: Board for survey, and, if necessary, for

To many pec- allocation. I think you will appreciate that

How a Ship's Tonnage sons who are not during this time, when the demand for many
Is Figured Four Ways experienced ship- materials is so far in excess of the supply,

builders the vari- it is most essential that a clearing house be
ous uses of the term "tonnage" in relation provided so that the needs of different Gov-
to the size of a ship may be confusing. The ernment agencies may not conflict,

following article from the "Pusey & Jones ^ jX .^
Shipbuilder" explains the terms well and
makes a clean distinction between the vari- The State Department has transmitted to

ous ways in whick they are used: the Chinese Government the following
There are four kinds of tonnage in use message from Edward

in shipping circles. They are gross tonnage, Chinr to Build N. Hurley, chairman of

net registered tonnage, dead-weight carry- Merchant Ships the United States Ship-

ing capacity, and displacement. ,„, __ . P^^g ^9,^^.^'-. ^
Dead-weight tonnage is what the vessel ^he United States Shippmg Board

actually can carry in tons of heavy cargo, ^'^^ completed negotiations for the con-

,.i,,c cf^t-^o ^^A K,,^i ^r- ^^1 struction of a number of merchant
plus stores and bunker coal.

i . , ^i • ^ ,

rr-^cc 4-^^„^ . .-^ u„ ^j 4.U u- vessels at the Chinese GovernmentsCross tonnage is based on the cubic con- , . , c-, ..„,.,
tents of the hull, with certain arbitrary

shipyard at ShanghaL This happy ar-

spaces deducted, and has little bearing on
^angement enables Chinese industry to

the cargo-carrying capacity of the vessel. ' ^f
°"^^ still rnore effective in support

Net registered tonnage is gross tonnage, °^ °^' splendid armies who are now ad-

with certain allowances for crew space and
vancmg toward their assured victory,

machinery space deducted, and has little
By makmg ships, Chma will be directly

bearing on the dead-weight carrying ca-
"'^^^"^ ^^' "P°'^ ^^^ common enemy,

pacity of the vessel. J« ^ ^
Displacement is the total weight of the t- n •

vessel when full of cargo—that is, the
I^ oliowing the conclusion of an arrange-

weight of her hull plus her dead-weight "^^"^ ^^^'^^^ ^^^ Kiangnan Dock & Engine

tonnage. Co. of Shanghai.

In round numbers a ship of 9,000 tons Contracts for 30 Steel whereby that com-
dead-weight would stand about as follows: Cargo Ships Awarded pany is to build

Dead-weight carrying capacity 9,000 to Japanese Yards 120,000 tons of steel

Gross tonnage 5,000 steamships for the

Net registered 3,000 United States Shipping Board, it is an-
Displacement 12,000 nounced that contracts for 30 additional

Ji ji ^ steel cargo steamships have been awarded

Director General Charles M. Schwab has to Japanese shipyards,

announced the creation of a requirement Total contracts now let to Japanese ship-

section for the builders- provide for 380,000 tons of ship-

New Section is Created Emergency Fleet ping, including 50 cargo carriers. These
For Fleet Corporation Corporation with will cost approximately $78,000,000, of which

Mr. George M. about $20,000,000 has been expended. The
r>rill as its head. estimate of the Shipping Board, which was

A!r. Sclnvab in creating this new section submitted to the Appropriations Committee
'^aid: of the House, asked for an additional

"It will be the purpose of this section to $55,000,000 for this purpose. The Shipping
kccj) in touch with the shipyards and learn Board had also permitted Japan to obtain
from tliem in a general way the amount of 100.000 tons of steel plates, and will now
materials, supplies, and equipment required provitle 35,000 tons for this new construc-
for extensions, so that a proper schedule tion.

Finding Your Way Across the Sea
Capt. Uttmark's work has taxed his health to such an extent

that he has been compelled to temporarily suspend his writing.
His department will be resumed in October.
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VI/'E are reliably informed by the

Federal Board for Vocational Edu-
cation, through their Vocational Sum-
mary, that a great demand still exists

for the services of expert radio teleg-

raphers. Members of the association

approaching the draft age should de-

vote their spare time to thorough study
of the wireless art in order that they
may serve their country most effec-

tively w^hen called.

A considerable amount of self edu-
cation can be effected through the

wireless literature now available.

There are also a number of first class

schools throughout the United States
in which for a nominal fee the appli-

cant can receive advanced instruction.

The education so obtained is bound to

lead to rapid promotion because ob-
viously the more one knows of a cer-

tain art, the more valuable his services

become to the government.

The association headquarters stands
ready to assist. each one to complete
their education in every possible way.
Advice will be given on all problems
which may arise in connection with the

work. Members are urged to use

these columns freely.

progress in the practical applications

5f wireless telegraphy. It is reported
that French engineers were amazed at

the completeness of the wireless tele-

graph equipment furnished by the

United States to its fighting men for

war purposes. Many other electrical

devices of great utility have been sup-

plied to our fighting forces. Fritz

must be careful these days, for his con-

versations in the trenches 1000 ft. dis-

tant are readily picked up.

We regret that we cannot publish

more details as to how this detective

work is carried on.

Have you heard of any new dis-

covery in radio since the war?
If so, keep it under your hat for there

may be enemy ears nearby. Radio
students should not talk too freely

these days. Notebooks used in the

classroom should not be allowed to lie

around promiscuously. Any informa-
tion which may be of aid to the enemy
should be zealously guarded. It is a

foregone conclusion that the members
of the N. A. W. A. are living up to this

necessity.

J. K. D., of Kansas City, Mo., writes

The interchange of ideas between as follows : "As a former member of

French and American Engineers at the the association I write to ask you
battle front is resulting in widespread what should be done in a predicament
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such as the following: After careful
consideration of fundamental wireless
principles, I have developed an idea,
which I think would be of ultimate
value to the art, but not being per-
mitted to conduct wireless experi-
ments, I have no opportunity to test
my invention,

"I write to ask if you believe it pos-
sible that the government will grant
me authority to conduct experiments
to determine the usefulness of this

device?"

We doubt very much if the govern-
ment will grant this permission unless
the experiments are conducted under
the supervision of a government offi-

cer.

If our correspondent believes his

apparatus of sufficient value to be of

aid to the government, he can arrange
either with a wireless manufacturing/
company, or with the government
officials to conduct experiments under
their supervision.

Kenneth Sutherland, age 19 years, a

Topeka, Kansas, boy, has given his

life on the fields of France for his

country and the principles of democ-
racy.

Sutherland, whose call letters were
9 D Q, is officially reported killed in

action on July 17.

Many amateur wireless friends will

regret the death of Kenneth Suther-
land, the young Topeka wireless ope-
rator, who at the age of 18 years en-

listed in Company A, Signal Corps, and
began his trip to give his life for

America. He was born in Topeka and
lived there all of his life. He graduated
from the Topeka high school just be-

fore his departure with the company
to Camp Doniphan. He sailed on May
19 for France.

Young Sutherland had as his hobby
the operation of wireless outfits. He
was known as one of the foremost
radio men in Kansas and was president

of the Kav/ Valley Radio Association.

"He was wild to go when war was
declared," his father stated, "and we
did not have the heart to break the

boy's spirit." Today Kenneth is re-

membered as one of America's sacri-

fices for liberty.

The word of young Sutherland's

death was the first information re-

ceived that his radio company had
gone into active service. Numerous
letters have been received by Topeka
friends and relatives of the men, telling

of the training in France, but the latest

letters received said nothing about ac-

tive service.

HEARD IN THE CORRIDOR AT
MARCONI INSTITUTE

{Reported Verbatim)

"Oh boy ! you remember the night that

Larney tried to reach Denver from
Boston?
"Yeh? Did he do it?"

'Sure, after calling for half an hour,

Denver came right back."

"Some work !"

"You said it. When Larney signed off

a faint murmur slipped through the

ether."

"Yeh? Wha'd'dhe say?"
"He said, *Hey Larney !—mind taking
your bloomin' aerial off mine? It's

been down two days.'
"

"Gee crickets! Any casualties?"

"Few. One burned-up bulb, one pair

of 'phones, and a scared-stiff bean-
eater."

"Must 'a been an apartment house."
"Sure! Six aerials on one roof."

"Make good clotheslines
!"

"Sure, six dead niggers up to April,

1917."

Major F. Reichenbach, signal corps,

U. S. A., has sent out a call for cable op-

erators, radio operators, telephone men
who have had actual experience in con-

struction, engineering, operation and
maintenance of commercial companies,

telephone and telegraph wire chiefs, cable

splicers, machinists and gasoline engine

men.

The age limits are from 18 to 55 years.

Applicants must be American citizens or

must have made legal declaration of in-

tention.



Experimenters' World
FIRST PRIZE, TEN DOLLARS

A Simple Regenerative Receiving Set

TF amateur experimenters are per-

mitted to use their apparatus when
this war is over, there will be a greater
demand than ever for a first grade
equipment. One type of apparatus that

will be particularly required is a re-

ceiving set which responds to both
damped and undamped oscillations.

Many amateurs prefer a receiving set

of great simplicity—one which does
not require complicated multipoint

switches, and a number of soldered

connections. I have therefore, shown
the construction in the second diagram
of a receiving panel that will be suit-

able for their requirements.

The cabinet may be of any wood
properly finished. It should have
over all dimensions of approximately
15"xlO"x7".
As will be noted from the diagram,

the set proper consists of 3 vari-

ometers, one condenser, and a three-

electrode vacuum tube.

The antenna variometer consists of

two cardboard tubes 3J^" and 3" in

diameter, respectively. The 3^" tube

is wound with 45 turns of No. 32 single

turns on the outside tube, and 35 turns

on the inside tube.

The variable condenser has a capac-

ity of .0005 mfd.
Referring to the drawing of the

panel, the lower left hand knob con-

Figure 1

—

First prise article

silk wire, and the other tube with 50

turns of No. 32 single silk wire.

The grid and plate variometers are

identical. They have the same dimen-

sions as the antenna variometer ex-

cept that they are wound with 30

Figure 2—First prize artice

trols the antenna variometer, the up-

per left hand knob the grid variometer,

and the upper and lower right hand
knob controls the condenser and the

variometer in the plate circuit, re-

spectively.

The control knob directly under the

vacuum tube is attached to the fila-

ment rheostat within the box. The
remainder of the diagram, and con-

struction of the panel is self explan-

atory.

It is to be noted that by this method
of connection, the plate circuit is tuned

to the frequency of the incoming oscil-

lations, and that the required regenera-

tive coupling is furnished by the tube

itself. If, however, greater amplifica-

tions are required, inductive coupling

can be provided between the grid plate

circuit by placing the grid variometer

and the plate variometer in proximity.

The advantage of this apparatus lies

in the fact that there are no variable

contacts or multipoint switches, the

necessary tuning being done* simply by
turning the variometer.

In some cases it may be of advan-

tage to shunt the plate battery and the

head telephone by a variable condenser.

Joseph Ligmond,
New York City.
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SECOND PRIZE, FIVE DOLLARS
The Design of a 500-Cycle Transfarmer

TT has been shown that for maximum
efficiency the iron losses in trans-

formers should be approximately equal
to the copper losses.

Assume for example that the design
of a ^ K. W. transformer is under con-
sideration; with a loss of 6% and effi-

ciency oi 94%, the total loss will be 45
watts; one-half of this or 22^^ watts will

then be the iron loss.

The watt loss per lb. for good silicon

steel .014" thick at 500 cycles is approxi-
mately 1.2 watts. Dividing this into 22^
gives 19 lb. as the weight of iron. Divid-
ing 19 by .276 gives 68 cu. in. for the

total amount of metal. For economy of

copper, and to facilitate the cutting of

the metal, the transformer should be
square in form and in cross section.

Assume 1.7" for the side and 2.89"

for the cross section; their product di-

vided into 68 gives 23.5" as the mean
length of the path. Dividing the result

by 4 gives approximately 5.87" or 7.25"

outside and 4" inside length.

With steel of the above dimensions
we shall require about 59 pieces to the

inch, or totally 400 pieces 1.7" wide by
5.9" long.

We may assume a primary voltage of

100 volts, current of 7.5 amperes ; also a

secondary voltage of 10,000 volts current

of .075 ampere and the ratio of trans-

formation to be 100. The formula.

V:=-

can be changed to

4.44XaXbXnXt

10^

vXlO^
t=-

4.44XaXbXn
where,

vi=voltage,^

a=cross sectional area,

b=density in lines of force per

. sq. in.,

t=number turns of wire.

Allowing 15000 lines per sq. in. and
solving for

100X100 000 000

4.44X2.9X15,000X500=112 turns

for primary, and since the ratio of

transformation is 100 there will be

11,200 turns in the secondary.

For radio work 1000 circular mils

should be allowed for current of 1

ampere. This calls for a conductor of

5700 cir. mils, for the primary coil and

75 cir. mils for the secondary coil.

Using the next larger size wire we em-
ploy No. 11 (8234 cir. mils) for the

primary, and No. 31 (75 cir. mils) for

the secondary.

If we use .25" Empire cloth to in-

sulate the primary between the ends

of the coil, and allow for the yoke be-

tween the coil and the core, the wind-

ing length will be 3.5". In this space

we can wind 3 layers of 35 turns each.

An additional 7 turns can be placed in

the middle of the coil to make up the

112 turns.

The secondary should be divided

into 10 sections of 1000 volts, and 1120

turns each. Allowing the same thick-

ness of insulation for the secondary as

the primary, and 1/32" between cpils,

we can wind 10 coils consisting of 59

layers of 19 turns per layer, for the

secondary.

The overall efficiency may be deter-

mined as follows : The mean length of

a primary turn is 8.5" and for 112

turns this equals 80 ft. At 1.3 ohms
resistance per thousand ft.

R=.l ohm
12 R==7.52x. 1=5.6 watts for the cop-

per losses in the primary coil.

The mean length of the secondary
turn is 10.6", total 9900 ft. At 131

ohms per 1000 ft.

R=1257 ohms
P R loss=.0752X 1297=7.2 watts for

the secondary losses. The total copper

loss therefore equals 13 watts, the iron

l©ss=22.5 watts, and the efficiency=

750

750+13-f-22.5=95%
The primary and secondary induc-

tances may be determined by a modifica-

tion of the formula given by Messrs.

Franklin and Williamson in their work
on Alternating Currents as follows

:

(f+H1— lin+' 10
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Where L=Inductance in Henries,
n=number turns
1=2 times the height of the

transformer window
A=thickness of core,

X=thickness of pri. coil,

Y=thickness of sec. coil,

g=distance between coils.

The above dimensions are in centi-

meters.

For this example

4X3.14X12,544X4.3 / ^ r.\

^3 (3-3+7+6.9)

10-^=.00069 Hy. pri. reactance.

This may or may not be the correct

value required. If not, the dimen-
sions of the transformer will have to

be changed.

J. J. HOLAHAN,
Virginia.

herewith will give receiving practice,

which as is well known, is the harder of

the two to master.

The apparatus which I am about to

3atfery Buiier

—^11

f
Concf

P/7one5

A A

THIRD PRIZE, THREE DOLLARS
Apparatus for Self Instruction in the

Continental Telegraph Code

ALTHOUGH the Government has

caused all amateur stations to be

closed for the period of the war, they

Motor

Figures 1 a)id I— ilnrd prize article

should not neglect to keep up their code

practice. The ordinary buzzer gives only

sending practice, l)ut the device described

Figure 3—Third prize article

describe can be cheaply constructed. The
necessary parts can usually be found
around the amateur's laboratory.

The assembled instrument is shown in

figure 1, and the details of the cardboard
discs are shown in figure 2. Figure 3

is a wiring diagram of the apparatus.

The disc shown in figure 2 is 4^" in

diameter. Pieces are cut out of the cir-

cumference to form the dots and dashes

of the International Code. The discs are

then thoroughly shellacked and baked in

an oven.

Strips of tin foil which are shown by
the dotted lines in figure 2 are pasted on
the cardboard disc, and connected to a

copper washer in the middle. Care
should be taken to cut the tinfoil exactly

the same size as the dot or dash on which
it is pasted, for otherwise, some dots

and dashes will be longer than others.

After this is done, the discs are clamped
by means of bolts on a threaded shaft

which is revolved by an electric motor
as shown in figure 1.

The brush shown in figure 2 is made
out of sheet brass and screwed on to an
ordinary tuning coil slider. The brush

may be pushed up and down the slider

red in contact with whatever disc the

student desires to use. In this way he

may receive practice from a large number
of messages.

This device will work well as a flasher

of lights on a 110-volt circuit, but a tele-

graphic relay must be employed because

the high voltage would fuse the tinfoil.

J. Wiseman, Jr., California.
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Construction and Operation of the

Field Telephone and Buzzer

'T^HE importance of the work of the

Signal Corps in the present war
cannot be overestimated, for it is this

branch of the service that makes it

possible for officers commanding units

to keep in touch with the trenches and
headquarters of the field troops.

Among the various means of com-
munication are the telephone, buzzer,

telegraph, wireless, semaphore, and
numerous other methods. The tele-

phone and buzzer are mostly used on
the battlefield. The Signal Corps of

the U. S. Army have a set which com-
bines both instruments.
Taking this into consideration the

writer has made a careful study of the
various instruments now on the

market, and has designed a set along
approved lineg, suitable for junior

military organizations. He also origi-

nated the circuit, his sole object being
to make it as simple as possible and
to give young men a standard set

from which they could use parts for

other branches of signaling.

This outfit will not cover 27 miles

as the army set, but it will work up to

4000 feet as a telephone set and a great
deal further with the buzzer.

It has always been my desire to

pick up a book or magazine and find a

description of just what was needed
for field signaling and no more, but so

far I have seen nothing suitable for

such service. Now that I am familiar

with electricity in its various branches,

I decided to give young men an oppor-
tunity to benefit by my experience.

The complete circuit is shown in

figure 1. It permits the use of either

the telephone or the buzzer. Several

advantages result from this combina-
tion. For instance, if interference

makes it difficult to hear the party's

voice, the buzzer may be used instead.

We will first consider the buzzer
connections. In the drawing they are

shown ready for use. Starting at the

positive pole of the battery, a wire
leads to the lower contact of the key,

also to contact No. 5. Contact No. 5 is

not connected. Depress the key and

the current flows into the buzzer

through contact No. 12, out through

No. 10 and back to the negative pole

of the battery. The middle contact.

No. 11, is connected to the binding post

marked G. From the upper contact of

the key, a wire leads to contact No. 4

on the T. P. D. T. switch. The current

flows through this wire, into the arm
No. 1, which is connected to the bind-

ing post marked P-1, through the

'phones back to the binding post P-2

to the arm No. 1 and into the wire

leading to the binding post L-2, to

which the line is connected. The line

connected to binding post L-1, which
in turn is connected to the negative

© ^ © © © © ©
To phones Jo tronsrn.

Figure 1

—

Circuit of field telephone and buzzer

pole of the battery, is in use only

when the telephone is employed.

Consider now the telephone connec-

tions. Throw the T. P. D. T. switch

over on to the other three contacts,

Nos. 5, 7, and 9. The transmitter is

then connected to the binding posts

T-1 and T-2—T-1 being the lower con-

tact on the transmitter and T-2 the

upper contact.

Starting at the positive pole of the

battery a wire leads to the lower con-

tact of the key also to contact No. 5

on the T. P. D. T. switch. The circuit

continues through arm No. 1 into the

telephones through P-1, out through

P-2 into arm No. 2, through contact

No. 7 to binding post T-2 to the upper

contact of the transmitter. When you
speak into the transmitter, it causes

the current to flow through T-1

through No. 9 and arm No. 3 con-

nected to L-2, which is part of
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Marconi series
OF STANDARD

WAR TEXT BOOKS

Practical Aviation
for

iViiiitary Airmen
A complete text for intensive study. It provides
all fundamental information required to prepare
an aviator for actual flying.

By

W. Major J. Andrew White
Author of "Military Signal Corps Manual."

Chief Signal Officer, American Guard.

Each component part of the airplane is shown by
diagram and principles and methods of operation
are concisely stated in detail therewith.
It treats broadly many subjects not covered in

general aeronautic text books.

Contents
Principles of flight; construction of the airplane;

rigging; directions for first flights, cross-country

and night flying; construction, operation and care

of engines; reconnaissance, map reading, signaling

and co-operation with military bodies; radio and
its uses; machine gunnery and bombing from air-

planes, etc.

Cloth, Price $1.75

Postage 1 5 cents

Ready About September First

RADIO INSTRUMENTS
AND MEASUREMENTS

Prepared by the

Bureau of Standards

IVashington, D. C.

Every instructor and teacher of radio, whether
teaching in college or Government training school
will find it a valuable reference book for every day
use.

Contents
Part I. Theoretical basis of radio measurements.

The fundamentals of electromagnetism. The
principles of alternating currents. Radio cir-

cuits. Damping.

Part II. Instruments and methods of radio meas-
urement. Wave meters. Condensers. Coils.

Current measurement. Resistance measure-
ment. Sources of high-frequency current.

Part III. Formulas and Data. Calculation of ca-

pacity. Calculation of inductance. Design of

inductance coils. High-frequency resistance.

Miscellaneous formulas and data.

Ill I'reNH,

Full cloth bindinK* ItliO pp. Price $1^5 in

advance of publication

Wireless Press, Inc.

25 Elm Street New York City

the main line. The negative side

of the circuit extends to one binding

post of the buzzer, while the other

side connects with binding post L-1

which completes the circuit. There-

fcjre the operator may use whichever

circuit he desires.

The required articles for this set are

listed below

:

-r-H— 'a
^"1'8 * .

—

-'i'-A
'

'-

r^

_!

1 ,5
b^

A B c

' r\ ' r\
'

/-^

v^ v^ v^
\<
—

/ —1 1

^ """n a-^ 1

r^ ^ 1 * 1

lo ; 1 -- 1
1

Figure 2

—

Showing position of cross arm

1 Radiotone buzzer (Electro Imp.

Co. Nr. IK 1800).

1 Strap key (Electro Imp. Co. Nr.

C. E. 1118).

Telephones—single one or pair (E. I.

Co. Nr. AX1024a).
1 transmitter (E. I. Co. Nr. A. G. E.

6080) or any other make of low volt-

age (3 volts) transmitter.

7 binding posts, any make or style

T. P. D. T. switch.

The construction of this switch is

described further on.

The buzzer I have adopted is well

suited for this service. The telephones

are of the correct resistance for good
response. As the receivers and trans-

mitters are to be used in combination,

there must be a way to support the

transmitter.

Any style of strap key may be used,

as they are all built in the same way,
but I recommend the E. I. Co.'s as the

composition base is waterproof and
not as easily broken as a wooden base.

This must be taken into consideration

When writing to Advertisers plea«e mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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in constructing a portable set, sub-
jected to a great amount of rough
handling.

The triple pole, double throw switch
consists of the following parts

:

3 metal arms A, B and C.

1 cross arm D.

3 flat headed machine screws ys in.

diameter.

1 flat headed machine screw ys in.

diameter for knob.
1 knob drilled and tapped for a }i in.

machine screw.

2 small 1/16 in. diameter copper
rivets.

6 switch points.

Washers and nuts.

The three metal arms have the same
dimensions, 3 in. in length, ^ in. in

width and 1/16 in. thick. Arms A and
C each have a }i in. hole 3/16 of an
inch from the end properly centered

;

also two 1/16 in. holes 3/16 in. from
the sides and ly^ in. from the end.

Arm B has a yi in. hole 3/16 in. from
the end and a y^ in. hole 3/16 in. from
both sides and 1^ in. from the end.

The cross arm is 3^ in. in length

and 34 in- in width. There are two
1/16 in. holes, 3/16 in. from each end
and yi in. from the sides. The center

hole is ys in. diameter and is 11/16 in.

from the end. This cross arm is placed

across the three main arms as shown
by dotted lines in figure 2,, and riveted

(not tight) so that each arm is able to

turn in its place. A ys in. 8/32 ma-
chine screw is then placed through the

center hole and a typewriter knob is

screwed on.

In a forthcoming issue, the construc-

tion and mounting of the set will be

described.

Lieut. R. D. GREENMAN.iV^w; York City

A Detector Holder for Accurate Ad-

justment of the Contact Pressure

COME two or three years ago I con-

structed a detector holder as per

the accompanying drawing, and it

occurred to me that it might interest

the readers of "The Wireless Age."

It will be noted finally that my
holder not only shows the pressure on

the crystal, but also indicates the par-

EQUIP YOURSELF
WITH A RELIABLE
BUZZER SET FOR
CODE PRACTICE

Here Is a Set That Will

Give You Excellent

Results

The main object of this Practice Set

is to enable the beginner to learn the

Continental Code, which is easily mas-

tered as the buzzer reproduces the

sound of the signals of the most mod-
ern wireless stations perfectly.

It comprises a regular telegraph key,

without circuit breaker, a special high

pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk

covered flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on

a highly finished wood base; three

nickel plated binding posts are also

mounted on the base and so connected

that the set may be used for individual

code practice or for operation of a two
party line,; an excellent method of

quickly learning the code. After the

beginner has mastered the code, the

set may be used in his wireless outfit

for setting the detector in adjustment,

and also the key may be used to control

the spark coil.

Recommended for private use and
for schools, as it gives excellent service

for class instruction in code work.

Full directions with each set.

When used in connection with Mar-
coni-Victor Records this set enables

the student to make exceedingly rapid

progress.

Wireless Practice Set, with Red Seal

Dry Battery and cord $2.70

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.

25 ELM STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Figure 1

—

Front view of the detector holder

ticular mineral being used at the time
that the test is taken.

I have given no direct measurements
for this apparatus first, because the

essential parts may differ in construc-
tion and material, and second, because
different size gear wheels may be used.

The advantages of this detector are

as follows : The pressure each mineral

requires can be determined accurately,

thereby affording a better idea of the

correct adjustments of the various

types of crystals.

It will be noted that each mineral is

so arranged in conjunction with the

calibrated pointer and scale, that the

Figure 2—Showing construction plan of the

detector holder

Red Seal Dry Batteries Are Guaranteed
to give absolute satisfaction for Automobiles, Motor Boats, Gas or
Gasoline Engine Ignition, Medical Batteries, Telephone, Door Bells,

Annunciators, Wireless Apparatus or any other open circuit work.
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Send for Our New Edition of Our Catalog N28 Now on the Press—
Ready for Distribution At An Early Date

It will be pocket size, 8x4^ and will contain 248 pages with over 1,100

Mjipl
illustrations, describing in plain, clear language all about Bells, Push But-

II
tons, Batteries, Telephone and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar

I
and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric Alarm Clocks,W Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus, Bat-

If tery Connectors, Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph Instru-
ments, Ignition Supplies, etc. SEND FOR A COPY NOW

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
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particular mineral under test is indi-

cated.

As is clearly shown in the drawings,
the detector cup is movable by means
of the cog wheel. A graduated scale
on the front of the box shows the min-
eral under test at each change. It will

be noted also, that even though the
cup is allowed to revolve, this does not
in any way interfere with the contact
pressure of the mineral under test.

E. T. JoNES^ Louisiana.

A Practical Method of Applying the

Marconi-Victor Wireless Records

T have devised a method through which
I believe the Marconi-Victor records

can be used to advantage in training a

large class of men.
As shown in the accompanying draw-

ing, a standard phonograph is used for

Figure 1

—

Arrang-ement to use Marconi-Victor
records in class work

the purpose of reproducing the records,

but since experience seems to indicate

that radio beginners can learn more rap-

idly by making use of a headphone set, I

have shown means whereby the head
phones can be used even with the records.

It will be noted that an ordinary trans-

mitter is mounted to pick up the signals

produced by the phonograph and at any
point along a code practice table these

signals can be detected in a headset. This

VOUR Opportunity to

Secure a Practical

Home Study Course
in Wireless

Of special Interest to Men Who
Expect to Enter the Army or Navy.

THE Marconi Institute Extension
Training Course and Service is a

systematic, time-saving means of fur-

nishing to students in the war camps,

homes or local radio clubs, orderly and
scientific training through literature pre-

pared by the leading exponents of the

art.

It is indispensable to experimenters
or students who desire

^
a thorough

working knowledge of wireless. This
service already has been subscribed to

by 8,000 men.
It is not essentia] that students have a

college or technical education, but one
thing is necessary: they must have a

serious purpose and be willing to devote
a reasonable portion of their spare time
to study and practice.

The Institute Training Service for

Schools and individuals comprises the
following publications:

Wireless Age, yearly subscription $2.00

Practical Wireless Telegraphy. . . 1.75

Vacuum Tubes in Wireless Com-
munication 1.75

Elementary Principles of Wireless 1.00

How to Pass U. S. Government
Wireless License Examination .50

Radio Instruments and Measure-
ments (Advance Sale) 1.25

Radio Telephony 2.00

Practical Aviation for Military

Airmen {In Press) 1.75

Military Signal Corps Manual... 1.75

Victor Records for Code Practice

( 12 lessons) . 6.00

Key, Buzzer and Red Seal Battery 2.70

These items may be ordered separately,

as required, or in combination at a discount

of 10 per cent, on the magazine and text

books, but not on the Records and Appa-
ratus.

Extension Service Department

MARCONI INSTITUTE
25 Elm St. - - New York City

Local and County Representatives Wanted
to present this course to wireless amateurs
and others looking forward to enlistment

in the Signal Corps or Naval Radio service.

Liberal terms.
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Slip a Copy in Your
Pocket or Kit

You'll find it a faithful friend when
you want to get out ofsome tight place

"What You Want to Say
and How to Say It"

In French . . 25c
In Spanish . 25c
In Russian . .. 50c

By W. J. HERNAN
The author of these books has been

associated with international press asso-
ciations in all parts of the world and
knows what the foreigner in a strange
land needs most to help him find his way
about and be able to ask for necessities

and comforts. These three little books
are practical from cover to cover and are
extensively used by Army and Navy
men, travelers and foreign correspond-
ents all over the world.

Wireless Press, Inc.
25 Elm Street New York City

Do You Read the

Wireless World?
In it you will find articles

relating to the PRACTICE of
Radiotelegraphy as well as to

the THEORY.
The QUESTIONS and AN-

SWERS SECTION is open to

YOU for the SOLUTION OF
YOUR DIFFICULTIES.

INSTRUCTIONAL ARTI-
CLES for Home Study WRIT-
TEN BY EXPERTS.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS use-

ful to Wireless Students. The
interests of Operators are well

catered for.

WRITE for a Specimen
Copy, post free to

THE WIRELESS PRESS, Ltd.
Marconi House, Strand, London, England

"WIRELESS WORLX)," $2.25 per annum for
America. Single Copies, 25c Post Paid

trains the beginner or student along the
lines of everyday practice.

The phonograph-transmitter can be
easily muffed so that at a reasonable dis-

tance away the signals can only be heard
in the head telephones.

Wiiile the appearance on the market of

these lecords has been met and welcomed
by ever}^ student today, with appreciation

ot the highest kind, it is believed that this

suggestion will help to train those
desirous of becoming wireless operators

lor the government in a more radio-like

way. The student should be made to use

the headset, as it is generally found that

the majority of men can copy at a greater

rate ct speed when making use of the

telephone receivers.

E. T. Jones, Louisiana.

Linemen's Rubber Gloves Under Test

n^HE accompanying illustrations

show how the Duquesne Light Com-
pany of Pittsburgh, Pa., test the in-

sulating qualities of linemen's gloves.

The gloves shown in the photograph
are made, of pure rubber varying in

thickness from 0.038 in. to 0.040 in.

(0.97 mm. to 1.02 mm.), having a guar-

anteed dielectric strength of 10,000

volts and will actually withstand 18,000

volts. The glove is further protected

by a horsehide glove, which prevents

mechanical abrasion.

To insure the safety of their em-
ployees, this company has installed a

special laboratory equipment to test

gloves immediately upon their arrival

from the manufacturer. Those in daily

use are tested bi-monthly and must
withstand the same test as when new.
Linemen, operators and others are

compelled to exchange the pair they
have in their possession for a new or

tested pair on each semi-monthly pay
day before their pay vouchers are

given them.
The gloves to be tested are trans-

ported from the various districts to the

laboratory by the general storeroom
truck on its delivery days. For this

purpose each district has a rugged box
in which are two or more trays, one
above tlic otlicr, each divided into a

dozen spaces 15 in. long by 2 in. wide

When writing to Advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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and 5 in. deep (38.1 cm. by 1 cm. by
12.7 cm.). A pair of rubber gloves
fits snugly on edge in each space. The
hinged cover is provided with a hasp
and padlock, while inside on the cover
are two spring clips under which the
tester at the laboratory slips his re-

port of the tests on a particular quan-
tity of gloves.

Each pair of gloves successfully

passing the test is placed in a specially

Figure 1

—

Testing rubber gloves

made envelope 14^ in. long by 4 in.

wide (36.8 cm. by 10.2 cm.). When
thus enclosed they are placed on edge
in the trays, one in a space. The line-

man or operator receiving a pair of

gloves, sealed in an envelope is assured

that they have been properly tested.

The apparatus for making the in-

sulation test is simple, but complete.

One pair of gloves is tested at a time

being slipped into a specially con-

structed holder made of copper. This

permits the glove to stand with the

wrist or gauntlet end open, so that it

can be readily filled with water to

within 1 in. (25.4 cm.) of the top. For
convenience in filling, a spigot is at-

tached to the tank.

The glove holder is immersed to

within one i-nch of its top in an iron

bucket of water. Ten thousand volts

are applied between the water inside

the gloves and that on the outside. The
transformer is located on the floor be-

hind the switchboard, its high-tension

insulators being visible in the photo-

graph. The volt-meter on the switch-

board is connected to the 110 volt or

low-tension side of the transformer,

but its scale is calibrated to indicate
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Vacuum Tubes In
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Can you adjust a Regenerative Beat Receiver

to its maximum degree of Amplification?

Do you understand the circuits of a Cascade

Radio or Audio Frequency Amplifier?

Do you understand the difference between the

adjustments of the Vacuum Tube as a Detector

or as an Amplifier?

These questions and many others pertaining to

Oscillation valves are answered in this text book

for students and operators.

Tells in understandable language the funda-

mental operating principle of the vacuum tube.

Shows over lOO different circuits for its prac-

tical use as a Detector, Radio or Audio Fre-

quency Amplifier, Regenerative Receiver, Beat

Receiver, and Generator of Radio Frequency
Currents.

More than loo diagrams reveal, step by step,

in simple and direct form, every possible use of

the vacuum tube.

The only text book on the market devoted

solely to the various applications of the Oscil-

lation Valve.

Part I—The Oscillation Valve

Part II—Practical Applications of the Valve

Part III—Cascade Amplification by the Vacuum
Valve

Part IV—The Regenerative Vacuum Valve Ampli-
fier

Part V—Combined Regenerati ve and Cascade Am-
plification Systems

Part VI—The Vacuum Valve as a Detector of

Continuous Waves—Audio Frequency Tuning
Circuits—Special Circuits for the Vacuum
Tube

Part VII—Wireless Telephony

Part VIII—The Dynatron Detector and Oscillator

Every important circuit that has so far

been used in connection with the vacuum
tube is given. A series of graphic charts

in the Appendix revievrs the functioning

of the vacuum tube in a most elementary
manner. The technical introduction re-

vicTvs the general problems of the contin-

uous and discontinuous transmitters and
receivers.
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the corresponding high-tension volt-

age.

A rheostat is connected directly

across the 110 volt line and arranged
to give an unbroken range of voltages

from zero to full rated potential of the

primary windings. When the testing

Figure 2—Rubber glove holders for tests

of rubber gloves was first begun on a

large scale, investigations were con-

ducted to determine both the charging
and the leakage currents of the gloves.

It was recognized that the water in-

side the glove separated from that out-

side the glove by the rubber wall, con-

stituted a condenser, and that the

charging current together with the

leakage current could be indicated on
a milliammeter in the high-tension

circuit. The instruments used for

these tests include a very delicate

pivot-type milliammeter and watt-

meter.

The watt-meter does not indicate

the charging component of the cur-

rent, for the reason that this com-
ponent is in quadrature with the

voltage. From tests made on a dozen
pairs of gloves the average total milli-

amperes per pair was found to be 17.13

and the average total leakage per pair
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only 0.25 milliampere. The average
energy leakage of a pair was 2.51

watts.

These tests were made at 11,000
volts at the frequency of 60 cycles. At
25 cycles the total current per glove,
including charging and leakage, would
be 7.14 milliamperes, and at 133 cycles
it would be 37.01 milliamperes. The
leakage current was the same propor-
tion of the total current as with the
60-cycle tests. The leakage currents
have been found so negligible that it

was decided that any glove which
would stand the 10,000 volt test for one
minute is a safe one to use.

Attention is called to the fact that
when a glove breaks down under this

test a quick acting circuit breaker in

the low-tension circuit of the trans-
former gives the necessary protection
to the equipment.
The writer is indebted to Mr. C. W.

Ward, Supt. of the Laboratory of the

Duquesne Light Co., for the accom-
panying photographs and data, which
should be of special interest to elec-

trical engineers dealing with high ten-

sion currents.

Frank C. Perkins.

I

I

A Wireless Bungalow

ALTHOUGH amateurs cannot use

their wireless apparatus at the

present time, there is no reason why
they cannot make preparations for. the

future.

One matter which might receive the

amateur's attention, is the design of a

wireless bungalow for housing his

apparatus. The plans of a shack which
I constructed are shown in figures 1

to 4 inclusive. This building was
erected at a comparatively small cost

and afiforded. a neat wireless room
which was away from noises of the

house and yet was very comfortable.

The best location for the building is

directly underneath the lead-in wire

from the aerial.

The foundation for the floor is made
from six two by fours arranged as in

figure 1. The necessary dimensions

are shown in the illustration. The
foundation is then covered with three-

quarter inch matchboards
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Military Signal Corps Manual.
Maj, J. Andrew White $1.75

Vacuum Tubes in Wireless Com-
munication. Elmer E. Bucher.. 1.75

Radio Telephony. Alfred N.
Goldsmith 2.00

Practical Wireless Telegraphy.
Elmer E. Bucher 1.75

Radio Instruments and Measure-
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Elementary Principles of Wireless.
R. D. Bangay \ 1.00

Practical Aviation for Military Air-
men. Major J. Andrew White... 1.75

How to Pass U. S. Government
Wireless License Examinations.. .50

How to Conduct a Radio Club 50

What You Want to Say and How to
Say It in French 25

What You Want to Say and How to
Say It in Russian 50

What You Want to Say and How to
Say It in Spanish 25

Regimental and Company Forms 85
Infantry Drill Regulations 50
Field Service Regulations 75

Army Transport Regulations 50
Rules of Land Warfare 75

Engineers' Field Manual 1.25

Manual for Non-Corn. Officers and
Privates 50

Blue Jacket's Manual 1.00

Deck and Boat Book, U. S. Navy 60
Sanitary Troops, Manual and Drill
Regulations 75

Manual for Army Bakers 50
Ship and Gun Drill, U. S. N 60
Manual of Military Court Martial 1.10
Gunnery and Explosives for Artillery

Officers 40
Provisional Machine Gun Firing
Manual, 1917 50

Army Field Note Book, by Maj. H. R.
Smalley 2.00

Now ready—New 1918 Edition—Mili-
tary Aeroplanes, by Grover C. Loen-
ing; Revised, Simplified, Enlarged.. 4.75

When ordering please add book postage to

above prices.

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.,

25 ELM STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
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Diagram of building plans for a wireless
bungalow

When the floor is completed, the
framework should be started.

Figure 2 shows the necessary dimen-
sions for the front frame. The frame
for the back is similar except that
pieces E and F are six feet high in-

stead of seven. Also in the back
frame, piece C should be left out and
piece D moved to the position shown
by the dotted lines H, figure 2.

The sides are constructed as in

figure 3. A space is left on both sides

for a window. If the dimensions of

the window need to be altered, they
can be changed by moving any of the

pieces A-B-C-D. I found that two
windows of the size shown afforded

plenty of light.

The framework for the roof can be

made very similar to the floor. As
soon as the framework is completed,

the building is covered with match-
boards and the roof with tar-paper to

make it waterproof. If the owner so

desires, he can cover the whole outside

with tar-paper, and this will keep out

much of the wind and cold. After the

wireless cabin is finished, it is an easy

matter to fix up the inside and lay out

the instruments. In one corner I

made a closet, or silence cabin, in

which I placed my sending set only.

Figure 4 shows the exact layout. This

left plenty of room for the instrument

table, a bed. three chairs, and a stove

to drive away the cold on winter even-

ings.

Wesley Bradshaw, Connecticut.
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Queries Answered
Answers will be given in this department

to questions of subscribers, covering the full
range of wireless subjects, but only those
which relate to the technical phases of the art
and which are of general interest to readers
will be published here. The subscriber's
name and address must be given in all letters
and only one side of the paper written on;
where diagrams are necessary they must be
on a separate sheet and drawn with India ink.
Not more than five questions of one reader
can be answered in the same issue. To re-
ceive attention these rules must be rigidly
observed.
Positively no Questions Answered by Mail.

A. R. L., Nashville, Tenn., inquires:
Ques.—(1) I am acting as a guardian for

a young man who contemplates taking up
radio work in the government service. He
desires to educate himself along wireless
lines by home study.
Ans.— (1) He should make a thorough

study of the quenched spark discharger
transmitting apparatus, and the wave length
changing switches. He should also study
the processes of tuning transmitters and
receivers by means of the wave meter. An-
other subject of vital importance is the
practical use and operation of vacuum tubes.

The fundamental principles of the un-
damped wave transmitters should receive
consideration, particularly the arc system.

* * *

D. R. A., Portsmouth, Va.:
We cannot and will not publish during

the life of the war, diagrams of radio
apparatus employed by the government.
Such equipment as was generally known
previous to the war period can be discussed
through these columns.

* * *

B. D. R., Boston, Mass.:
The resistance of the spark gap in radio

transmitters ranges from a fraction of an
ohm up to 8 or 10 ohms. The actual value
depends on the materials of the electrodes
and upon the capacity in the circuit and the

damping.
* * *

R. A. N., Chicago, 111.:

The following formula can be employed
to determine the pull in pounds of a mag-
net upon its armature. This is a funda-
mental formula:

B2 Ai
F=

11,183,000
While F = the pull in pounds,

B = the. magnetic density in lines

per square centimeter,
A = polar area in square centi-

meters.
* * *

B. A. L., Fort Leavenworth, Kan., in-

quires:
Ques.— (1) Will you inform me and

my associates why it is necessary to ad-

vance or retard the spark on a gasoline

engine in order to secure the maximum
power?
Ans.— (1) It requires an appreciable frac-

tion of time from the instant the spark
discharges across the spark plug until com-
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technical side of the subject.
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training of Telegraphists who are frequently

called upon to take sole charge of complete Wire-
less Telegraph Installations, the author has en-

deavored to cover all parts of the transmitting

and receiving apparatus in such a way as to give

the student a sound working knowledge of the

apparatus entrusted to his care.
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More than 30,000 copies of this book have been
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country. Army and Navy men find this book
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY is

the last word in wireless text books. It furnishes
much information of utmost value in regard to the
very latest styles of wireless sets now in use, and
which has not appeared in print before.

This is the first wireless text book to treat each
topic separately and completely, furnishing a pro-
gressive study from first principles to expert prac-
tice. Starting with elementary data, it progresses,
chapter by chapter, over the entire field of wire-
less—fundamentals, construction and practical
operation.

CONTENTS
Part T. Ma^netiNin.

The Magnetic Circuit.
Part II. I'he Production of Electromotive

Fo'-ce. Klectrie Current and Circuits.
Part III. Electromagrnetic Induction.
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Part VII. Appliances for a Radio Trans-
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and Tuning Apparatus. Standard
Marconi Receiving Sets.

Part X. Auxiliary Apparatus or Emer-
gency Transmitters.

Part XI. Practical Radio Measurements.
Measurement of Wave Length—De-
crement— Calibration — Transmitting
and Receiving Apparatus.

Part XII. Standard Marine Sets of the
American Marconi Company. Panel
Transmitters — Composite Transmit-
ters.

Part XIII. Marconi Direction Finder or
Vl^ireless Compass and its Application.

Part XIV. Transmittern of Undamped Os-
cillations. Arc Generators — Radio
Frequency Alternators—Pliotron Os-
cillator.

Part XV. Receivers for Undamped Oscil-
lations or Continuous Waves.

Part XVI. Marconi Transoceanic Radio
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Part XVII. Location of Trouble.
Maintenance—Repairs.

The 340 illustrations alone, specially drawn,
form a complete diagrammatic study and impress
upon the reader's mind a pictorial outline of the
entire subject.
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practical man's book from cover to cover and up
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plete ignition of the mixture drawn on at

the intake stroke is obtained. Since the

most effective results are obtained from an
explosion when the piston of the engine
just begins the downward stroke, the spark
must be set to occur so that the full force

of the explosion is obtained when the piston
is in this position. At higher engine speeds,

the spark is made to occur earlier than at

lower speeds in order that combustion may-
take place at the proper moment on the

downward stroke of the piston.

Ques.— (2) What is the function of the
distributor in a gas engine ignition system?
Ans.— (2) This device is a mechanically

operated high voltage switch which sup-
plies high voltage current to the proper
spark plug in the firing sequence.
Ques.— (3) How is the high voltage cur-

rent for firing the mixture obtained?
Ans.— (3) It may be obtained from an in-

duction coil fitted with a magnetic inter-

rupter, the coil being fed by a storage bat-
tery or dry cells, or the current of a low
voltage alternating current magneto may-
be sent through the primary of the induc-
tion coil instead of direct current. High
voltage currents also may be generated di-

rectly in the armature of a high tension
magneto. One type is of novel construction.
The induction coil is in reality mounted
on the revolving armature. As the arma-
ture poles pass between the poles of a per-

manent or horseshoe magnet, a low voltage
alternating current is induced in the heavy
current coil. This is interrupted by a cir-

cuit breaker at the end of the armature. A
high voltage current is then induced in the

secondary or fine wire winding, which is

wound directly over the primary coil. Such
magnetos generate potentials from 10,000

to 15,000 volts. * * *

E. V. A., Fort Worth, Tex.:
A simple repulsion motor for alternating

current consists of an armature, field poles
and a commutator. The windings of the
armature are similar to those of a direct

current motor, the coils being connected
to commutator segments upon which rests

carbon brushes. These brushes are short
circuited by an external conductor. The
field winding is similar to the usual type of

induction motor.
When the current is turned on the field

winding, the armature is set in rotation,

and when it attains a certain speed, a gov-
ernor mounted on the armature short cir-

cuits the windings, at the same time lifting

the brushes off the commutator to prevent
wear. The motor then runs as a squirrel

cage induction motor.
* *

E. R. B.. Providence. R. I., inquires:

Ques.— (1) My friend and I have had an
argument concerning the effect of taking
out a Icyden jar in a transmitting set where
two banks of condensers connected in a

series-parallel are employed. In the ex-
ample under argument, we considered a con-
denser, which consisted of 12 leyden jars,

6 in parallel in each bank, and the two
banks connected in series,
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My friend argues that if we remove one
condenser from the six on one side, we
should take out another condenser from
the opposite side in order to effect a bal-
ance. I told him that this was unnecessary.
I also held that by making this change the
capacity of the condenser battery is in-

creased. Can you help us in this matter?
Ans.— (1) The removal of the one jar

from one bank of the condenser will place
a slight additional strain on the bank hav-
ing the smallest number. This will reduce
the capacity of the complete condenser.
The added strain imposed upon the jars by
the removal of one jar, need not be given
consideration, but if two or three jars
were removed from the bank, then, the
banks should be equalized. You should
keep in mind that when two or more con-
densers are connected in series the resultant
capacity will always ,be less than the
capacity of the smallest condenser in the
group.

Ques.—(2) If a wireless set will work as
well with a simple parallel connection of
condensers as with a series-parallel con-
nection, why is the latter connection em-
ployed in view of the fact that a greater
number of leyden jars are required?
Ans.—(1) In the earlier wireless systems

it was thought desirable to employ high
transformer voltages, but it has been
demonstrated by later experiments that as
effective results are obtained from trans-
formers giving secondary potentials from
8,000 to 15,000 volts. In earlier systems it

was necessary to split the condenser into
two banks to protect the dielectric. The
commercial leyden jar of today will with-
stand potentials up to 15,000 volts without
puncture. Hence when the secondary po-
tential is less than 15,000 volts a parallel

connection is invariably employed.
You must also take into consideration

that with the high frequencies employed in

modern wireless sets such as 500 cycles,

if the condenser capacity is to remain the
same as in the old time sets, the voltage
of the transformer must necessarily be re-

duced.
Ques.— (3) Does the Marconi magnetic

detector rectify incoming oscillations?
Ans.— (3) The exact functioning of this

detector is a matter of much argument, but
it is certain that it converts a group of in-

coming oscillations into audio frequency
pulses which actuate the telephone dia-

phragm.
' * * *

P. R. A., New London, Ct.:

Details concerning the construction of

the thermo-couple type of aerial ammeters
in use by the Marconi Company are not
open for publication.

* * *

V. D. A., St. Louis, Mo.:
If one electrode of the electrolytic valve

consists of a plate of platinum and the other
a plate of lead, the results obtained during
the flow of current vary with the direction
of the flow. If the aluminum plate is the
anode, a film of oxide of aluminum is
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RADIO TELEPHONY
By Alfred N. Goldsmith, Ph. D.

Fellow of the Institute of Radio Engineers
Member of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers
Director of the Radio Telegraphic and Telephonic

Laboratory of the College of the City of
New York

This complete text on radio telepjiony is
intended for radio engineers, radio elec-

tricians in the Navy, men in the Signal
Corps and especially men in the Aviation
Service who handle radio equipment. Ama-
teurs and others who desire to be clearly
informed concerning this newest and most
interesting branch of electric communication
will want this book.

It is written in clear style, and presup-
poses very little knowledge of radio. The
text deals largely with the practical aspects
of radio telephony and its future. It is

copiously illustrated v/ith wiring diagrams
and previously unpublished photographs of
"wireless telephone" apparatus.

IT IS THE ONLY BOOK TREATING THE
SUBJECT OF RADIO TELEPHONY IN

ALL ITS ASPECTS
Among the unusual features of the book

are a description of how radio telephony
was carried on over a distance of more
than 5,000 miles ; an illustrated description
of an airplane radio telephone set ; an illus-

trated description of a large ship radio-
phone set ; numerous illustrated sections on
smaller ship "wireless telephone" transmit-
ters; land station radio telephone sets of
all sizes.

Another noteworthy feature is a descrip-

tion of the method of transmitting a radio
telephone message to a ship at sea, or across
continent or ocean, including the number of
persons involved. This material is in

dialogue form and so worded as to require
no previous knowledge of the subject.

Among the topics treated are : the con-
struction and operation of the Armstrong
oscillating audion circuits ; the construction

and use of bulb amplifiers ; the construc-

tion of the great alternators of the Alex-
anderson and Goldschmidt systems and how
they are controlled, especially for radio

telephony.

8vo. 256 pages. 226 illustrations.

Full cloth, stamped in gold. Price $2.00 net

Add 15c book postage

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.,

25 ELM STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
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Learn the Code
by the Easy
Natural Method
You Just Listen and Learn
These records for the teaching of the

wireless code are proving Remarkably popu-
lar and effective. Men are using them for

individual instruction at home, in schools,

camps and training stations.

Many of the leading institutes v^^here

wireless is being taught are using the
MARCONI-VICTOR RECORDS for the

rapid and efficient training of men.

The instructors in these schools are using

these records in the beginners classes in

order to make them familiar with the per-

fect reproduction of code sounds. As the

student advances and reaches the inter-

mediate class he finds these records wonder-
fully valuable in gaining speed. The ad-

vanced student is helped by training him
how to concentrate and by making him
thoroughly familiar with code words and
figures.

Not only are these records proving popu-
lar in America but are being ordered in

Japan and other foreign countries.

The new MARCONI -VICTOR WIRE-
LESS CODE INSTRUCTION RECORDS
were prepared by the Marconi Institute in

collaboration with the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Company and are officially approved
by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany of America.

The set consists of six double faced rec-

ords each prepared by a code expert of

years of practical experience.

These records provide a series of pro-

gressive lessons in elementary and advanced
mstruction for men in all divisions of Gov-
ernment and commercial service.

Order Your Set Today
BRIEF SUMMARY OF RECORDS

Lesson
No. Title

I—International Morse Code and Conventional
signals.

2—International Morse Code, etc., continued.
3—Easy sentences and periods.

4—Easy sentences and periods.

5—Marconi Press, South Wellfleet station.

6—Messages with static interference.
7—Press with static.

8—Messages with erasures, etc.

9—Press with interference from second station.

10—Groups of figures.

II—Ten-letter dictionary words.
12—Ten-letter code words.

A set of six double-faced Marconl-Vlc-
tor RecordSf complete in a container with

instruction manual, specially priced at $6.00.

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.
25 Elm Street New York City

When writing to Advertisers i)lcasc

formed on its surface which stops the cur-

rent. But when the aluminum becomes a
cathode the film disappears. When an al-

ternating E. M. F. is applied to the electro-

lyte the current can travel freely in one
direction, i.e., from the lead through the

liquid to the aluminum, but it is opposed in

the opposite direction.

Book Ee\)iElus
Leadership and 3Iilitary Trainingr* By

Lieut. Col. Lincoln C. Andrews, U. S. A. Cloth
binding, 4^ x 6 inches; 191 pages. LiDpincott.
Price $1.00 net.

Colonel Andrews' text deals almost entirely

with the psychology of successful handling of

soldiers. The volume is intended to guide
inexperienced officers placed in command of
men for the first time and to make clear to

recruits the problems of the commissioned
officer and some of the responsibilities not
covered by drill regulations. Pointed observa-
tions are included on maintenance of dis-

cipline and morale of raw troops and control

of men on the battlefield. The material which
points the way to best results in the conduct
of drills classifies the instruction as discip-

linary and instructional and covers both close

and extended order, battle exercises and man-
euvers. Many phases of practical instruction

are commented upon and rules given to co-

ordinate the efforts of the whole command.
An officer of limited experience will find this

work of special value to him, for the volume
contains hitherto unpublished advice on the
elements of leadership, rarely analyzed and
seldom reduced to printed form.

Obtainable through the Book Dept., The
Wireless Age.

Military Instructors Manual. By Capt.
James P. Cole and Major Oliver Schoonniaker.
Cloth binding. AYz x7j/2 inches; 494 pages. E.
N. Appleton. Price $2.00 net.

A real service has been done officers of our
new army by the preparation of this book.
It is a condensation of the instruction given
at Plattsburg by the men who conducted the
training, its particular value resting in the

fact that the text covers the new warfare, in

which the platoon leader for the first time has
virtually assumed the role of a company cap-

tain. Besides the usual chapters found in

works of this nature, covering drill regulations
and field work, trench warfare of modern as-

pect is broadly treated, from formations and
construction of trenches, through occupa-
tion, defense and attack, the latter subject

covering raids, consolidation of mine craters

and platoon advances. Genuine assistance to

prospective officers is represented in this work,
as the material contained between the covers
of the book is not easily accessible and would
require considerable labor to reduce to the

same useful form.
Obtainable through the Book Dept.. The

Wireless Ago.
]Ia>vkins lOleotrlonI Guide. Second Kdltion.

By Hawkins and Staff. Cloth binding. 4>4x6^
inches; 10 volumes; 3. .368 pages. Audel. Price
$1.00 per volume, net.

At a time when the fate of the United States

seems to hang on its sons' knowledge of
scientific subjects, the value of these instruc-

tive books cannot be overestimated. It is

certain that only a small proportion of the

nuntion THE WIRELESS AGE
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men required for war service in electrical

branches can be obtained, and by intensive
study students must be prepared to fill the
gap. A grasp of electrical fundamentals may
be quickly acquired by the Hawkins Guides,
for the arrangement of the text is unique.
Facts and problems are stated simply and con-
cisely and visualized by numerous illustrations.

The statements are then emphasized by ques-
tions and answers, fixing the principle firmly in

the reader's mind. Special care has evidently
been exercised to condense the answers, so
memorizing is not laborious. Exhaustive cap-
tions, descriptive of apparatus illustrated, are
a further aid to impressing construction de-
tails on the student mind.

The full set of guides, carefully studied,
equip the layman with a practical fund of why
and wherefore electrical information, cover-
ing consecutively : magnetism, induction, dy-
namos and armature windings, management of
dynamos and motors, instruments, testing, wir-
ing and distribution systems and storage bat-
teries. Alternating currents are then dis-

cussed and alternators, A.C. motors, trans-
formers, converters and rectifiers described.
Switch boards, circuit breakers, measuring in-

struments and A. C. wiring are presented in

detail and power stations and telephone work
explained. Railways, motion pictures and auto-
mobile ignition are additional subjects, followed
by the telegraph, wireless, bells and lighting.

The final volume deals with modern applica-

tions of electricity, concluding with the X-ray.
Obtainable through the Book Dept., The

Wireless Age.

Manual of Military Aviation. By Major H.
L.. Muller, U. S. A. Cloth binding. 4^x7

^

inches; 308 pages. Banta. Price $2.50.

Into this compact volume the author has
crowded a very considerable amount of valu-
able information for those new in aviation
service. Basing the manual on American and
foreign rules, regulations and practices, per-

haps the most complete arrangement of the-

oretical instruction material has here been as-

sembled for the development of skilled per-
sonnel. The author divides his subject into

five parts and an introduction. Historical
matters are first disposed of and- the body of
the text then takes up the service of aviation

by classifying aircraft and defining the various
parts. Training is the succeeding subject,

covering personnel and schools, with rules for
iielection and operation of the latter ; duties

ment and care of materiel made clear. A chap-
ment and care of material made clear. A chap-
ter is then devoted to aeronautic motors fol-

lowed by one on instruments. The science of
aviation is then discussed, the subjects being
meteorology, navigation of the air a;id flying.

The reader is then invited to view military

aviation as an art, being instructed in the
fundamentals of war service in the air, organ-
ization and operation of units and the prin-

ciples of combat, reconnaissance, coast defense
and naval air service, and anti-aircraft de-
fenses.

There is a distinct place for Major Miiller's

book in the literature of aviation and the
method of presentation of his subject is to

be highly commended. So well has the task

MARCONI SERIES
OF STANDARD

WAR TEXT BOOKS

Military Signal Corps
Manual

By Major J. Andrew While

Chief Signal Officer of the American Guard,
Member Institute ©f Radio Engineers, Act-
ing President Nat'l Wireless Association

This manual, the first of its kind and the only

complete work on the broad subject of army
signaling, is indispensable to those responding to

the call to the colors. Primarily prepared for

Signal Corps men, it is a necessity for the proper
understanding of apparatus and the tactical em-
ployment of troops and equipment.

Officers of infantry and artillery will find the

volume of great utility, a proper conception of

the enormously enlarged Service of Information
being indispensable to all commissioned men.
Prepared with the full co-operation and approval

of the Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army.

CONTENTS
Part I.—Organization

The Signal Corps, An Auxiliary Branch of the

Army. The Signal Corps' Relation to the Line
of the Army. Aircraft. Government and Admin-
istration. Military Courtesy. Personnel. Pro-
ficiency Test for Companies of Signal Troops.

Part II.—Drill Instruction
General Principles. Detmitions. Commands and

Signals. School of the Soldier. Physical Train-
ing. School of the Squad. Instruction with Arms.
The Comoanv Dismounted. The Soldier Mounted.
Elementary Collective Instruction Mounted. Field
Signal TrooDS. The Wire Comoany. The Radio
Company. The Outpost Company. The Field Bat-
talion. Telegraph Signal Troops. The Telegraph
Company. The Telegraph Battalion. Base Line
Signal Troops. Depot Signal Troops. Cere-
monies. Reviews. Inspections. Funeral Escort.
The Standard. The Guidon. Manual of the Saber.

Part III.—Technical Instruction and
Apparatus

Telegraphy and Telephony. The Voltaic Cell.

Ohm's Law, and Primary and Secondary Batteries.

The Camp Telephone and the Buzzer. Induc-
tion Telegraph Set. Radio-telegraphy. Radio
Apparatus of the Signal Corps. Visual Signahng
Equipment. Flag Kits. The Heliograph. The
Acetylene Lantern. Technical Equipment of Per-
sonnel.

Part IV.—Transmission
Transmission of Military Information. General

Instructions for Army Signaling. The American
Morse Code. The International Morse or General
Service Code. Instruction in Garrison. Visual
Stations. Telegraphy. Visual Signaling in Gen-
eral. Signaling by Flag, Torch and Lantern, or

Beam or Searchlight (without Shutter). Signal-

ing with Heliograph, Flash Lantern, or Search-
light, (with Shutter). The Ardois System. Sicmal-
ing by Two-Arm Semaphore. Sienaling by Hand
Flags. CJeneral Instructions for Locating and
Operating Visual Stations. Letter Codes. Tele-

fraph Code Books and Ciphers. Conventional and
'reconcerted Signals with Rockets, Bombs, Small
Arms and Guns. Flag Signals by Permanent Hoist.
Emergency Signals. Conventional Telephone
Signals.

Part V.—Field Service
Signal Troops in the Field. Reconnaissance,

Patrolling and Scouting. Military Map Reading.
Signal Troops in Field Service. Field Lines.

Camos. Company Guard Mounting. The Sigr^l
Corns and General Coast Defense. Coast De-
fense Information in War.

Cloth. 588 pages. 260 illustrations.
Price $1.75 net.

Add ISC postage to above price

WIRELESS PRESS, INC.
25 ELM STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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been accomplished, in fact, that it seems par-
ticularly unfortunate that illustrations are so
few and index and contents page references
omitted, the volume thus losing much of its

value as a reference work. For the prospec-
tive aviator and the one in training, however,
the book will be found of real value.

Obtainable through the Book Dept., The
Wireless Age.
The Flyer's Guide. By Capt. N. J. Gill,

R. A. Cloth binding. 5Mx8>4 inches; 153
pages. Dutton. Price $2.00 net.
This volume is a handbook of elementary

character. The author relates from a British
viewpoint the steps necessary to become an
aviator. He then covers in outline the theory
of flight and engine principles. Lack of illus-

trations and brevity of text take this work
entirely out of the textbook class, but as
preliminary reading matter for the prospective
student it will find favor.

Obtainable through the Book Dept., The
Wireless Age.
Aircraft Mechanics Handbook. By Fred H.

Colvin. Cloth binding. 5x7j^ inches; 402
pages. McGraw-Hill. Price $3.00 net.

In the preparation of this volume the com-
piler evidently had in mind assembling various
items of established practice and setting them
down in convenient reference form. In this

he succeeded beyond question of a doubt, for
the work includes sufficient valuable data on
the various parts and auxiliaries of aircraft
to find a place of ready usefulness with me-
chanics and inspectors. No attempt has been
made to prepare the volume for the student.

the text is of a character valuable, however,
to mechanics in kindred lines who are engaging
in airplane work for the first time. The sub-

jects have been intelligently illustrated and
carefully selected and the book should become
popular in the broad field for which it has
been designed.

Obtainable through the Book Dept., The
Wireless Age.

OfiPensive Fighting. By Major Donald M.
McRae. Cloth binding. 454x6 inches; 196
pages. Lippincott. Price $2.00 net.

The junior officer, upon whom falls a large

share of the responsibility for successful scout-

ing and raiding in No Man's Land, has in this

volume a text specially designed to carry him
through his tasks. The author's knowledge
of his subject is not theoretical; he has been
over there with the Canadians and the prob-
lems he solves for our new lieutenants are

based on his personal experience. Mine crater

consolidation is explained and discussed; trench
raids and their various objects and methods
of execution are explained and practical in-

struction is given on the subject of patrols

and the control of No Man's Land. The con-

cluding half of the book discusses the fine

points of co-operation between infantry and
artillery, the infantry in attack, and what
trench routine comprises, including the duties

of officers and the employment of men. The
text is well illustrated and written in a manner
which aids quick assimilation of the very val-

uable suggestions it contains.
Obtainable through the Book Dept., The

Wireless Age.

Quick Service

Fine Quality

Bronze and Aluminum
Castings of the Better Grade

Our facilities enable us to make prompt shipments of quality castings in large quantities

at attractive prices.

Castings guaranteed true to pattern.

Let us quote on your requirements.

Bronze Rods and Bushing Castings

Fischer-Sweeny Bronze Company
HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
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Aircraft in War and Commerce. By W. H.
Berry. Cloth binding, 5J4x8 inches; 292
pages. Doran, Price $1.50 net.
The case for the airplane during the war,

and after, is interestingly set forth in this
book. Germany's leadership in the air at the
beginning of war is told in a review of Eu-
ropean development prior to 1914. The pro-
gress of the Allied nations since is covered and
the air future of these nations predicted. The
book is rather a series of non-technical essays,
of great interest to the general reading public
that seeks information on the newest of arts
but is not concerned with the mechanics of
aviation.

Obtainable through the Book Dept., The
Wireless Age.
Wingred Warfare. By Major liV. A. Bishop.

Cloth binding. 5J4x7H inches; 272 pages.
Doran. Price $1.50 net.

If any special distinction was to be awarded
to the author of the best personal narrative
on his career as an aviator, first honors would
easily go to Major Bishop. His book is not
only well written, but carefully planned to con-
vey a considerable amount of knowledge to
the layman without mental burden. This flyer

possesses a sense of humor and proportion, in

addition to which he has lived through a re-

markable series of experiences. The reader
who seeks a broad-gauged view of what the
military airman does, and is required to do,

need go no further than this book; the author
in telling his experiences has covered very
completely the subject of aerial warfare in

bang-up story-telling style.
Obtainable through the Book Dept., The

Wireless Age.

Navigration. By George L. Hosmer. Cloth
binding. 4>4x6j4 inches; 214 pages. Wiley.
Price $1.25 net.

Professor Hosmer's work on navigation is

timely and sensible. Many officers will be

needed for the new marine fleets of the United
States and this volume has been carefully de-

signed to present the study of navigation so

aspirants may successfully pass the examina-
tions for navigators. A noteworthy departure

from usual practices has been made in this

textbook. Algebraic formulae have been omit-

ted and theory replaced by working rules, thus

offering a splendid chance for the man whose
education includes only simply arithmetic. An-
other valuable feature is the series of un-

solved navigation problems to be worked out

by the reader ; these follow careful explana-

tions and practical application of methods of

computation which point the way for the nov-
ice.

In all respects the book is well planned and
may be unreservedly recommended to those

who are anxious to master the art of navi-

gation.
Obtainable through the Book Dept., The

Wireless Age.

On Navigation Simplified. By C. E. Mac-
Arthur. Cloth binding. 4^x6 inches; 121
pages. Rudder Pub. Co. Price $1.00 net.

Prospective masters and mates of sea-go-

ing vessels are catered to in this little hand-
book of practical navigation. Clear under-
standing of the various problems is arrived at

through full explanations and illustrations of

all the rules used in the solution.
Obtainable through the Book Dept., The

Wireless Age.

^ Automatic and hand operated controllers, magnetic
switches, transfer switches and other controller ac-

cessories, have been especially designed and are be-

ing manufactured in large quantities, to meet Navy
Specifications, No. RE 13A HID.

)

^ This I-C equipment is being used by the largest and
most discriminating manufacturers of radio apparatus.

Indtisfrial ConfroHerCo.
Milwaukee Wisconsin

WALKER BROTHERS & HAVILAND
Eastern Sales Agents

New^ York Philadelphia
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The Right Men in the Right Jobs

Will Win The War
THE true American wants to work where he will help win the

war. He wants to fit in. America needs the Right Men in the

Right Jobs. Only when this comes about can maximum produc-
tion be obtained to support our armies at the front.

The needs of all war industries can be anticipated and met
by the Government if employers and laborers will avail themselves
solely of the nation-wide machinery which is at hand. The length

of the War depends directly on our Country's ability to supply all

War Industry with the best workers the country can produce the

moment they are needed.
The U. S. Employment Service is the official bureau of the Fed-

eral Government in charge of the distribution of labor. The
President has declared that it is the official agency for recruiting
and distributing unskilled labor for war work.

It has over 500 branches throughout the nation, and 20,000

U. S. Public Service Reserve enrollment agents. Ask the local

post office or newspaper for name and address of the nearest rep-

resentative, or write to the U. S. Employment Service, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Those employers in war work who seek to get labor through
their own or private recruiting agencies are interfering with the
Government's machinery and preferring their interests to those
of the nation. Only through strict compliance with the Govern-
ment's program can the constant restless shifting of labor from
one war job to another with the consequent diminution in produc-
tion and efficiency, be prevented.

Above all, the Government urges every man engaged in war
work to stick to his job until the Government recommends that

he change. Any man not engaged in war work should pvit hirn-

self at the disposal of the nation by registering with the Public
Service Reserve. This is a tremendously important duty! The
war worker ranks with the fighter in the trenches. He will help
beat the Hun.

Contributed through Division of
Advertising.

United States Gov't Comm.
Public Information.

This space contributed for the Winning ojp the War by

THE WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.

25 Elm Street New York, N. Y.

When writing to Advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Pan=Anierican Wireless Telegraph

and Telephone Company
EDWARD J. NALLY, President

233 Broadway New York City
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THE main purpose of the

PAN - AMERICAN
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
AND TELEPHONE CO.
is the closer Unking of the

Americas by means of the

modern and economical
method of communication

—

Radio Telegraphy and Tele-

phony.

C A connection with the Marconi

Wireless Telegraph Company of

America extends its wireless tele-
,

graph facilities to Europe and the

Orient.

C High speed duplex working

and reduced rates will be fea-

tures of the new competitive

service of the Pan-American

Wireless Telegraph and

Telephone Company.

Pan-American Wireless Telegraph and
Telephone Company

233 Broadway New York City

When writing to Advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE



Thousands of

Edison Army-Navy Special

Storage Batteries

are in extensive use by the Radio T)wisions of the United

States and all Allied Governments, because the

Edison
is the most rugged, most practical

Storage Battery
in the world.

Our New Type W2-T, Army-Navy Special Edison Battery,

of 2^ ampere hour capacity, very small and of light weight, is

adopted by at least one great Nation as its standard for operating

the wing circuit of electron relays.

The types B-2 and B-4 batteries have long been universally

conceded as being the best obtainable batteries for operating the
filament circuit of electron relays and for reserve source of

power for the entire radio apparatus.

ADDRESS

MILLER- REESE-HUTCHISON, INC.
Storage Battery Specialists Orange, N.

J.



ELECTRIC MOTORS

Motor Generator Sets
for

Wireless Telegraphy
and

Wireless Telephony

Crocker-Wheeler Radio Generators embody
the Crocker-Wheeler Standards of quality and
engineering precision. Designed for land

stations, ships, portable stations and for a wide
variety of special purposes.
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